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Mrs. Alma Stokes, a member of the Sinking Spring Baptist Church for 65 years,
Is looking at the church bell which was removed from the rubble of the church Wednesday
morning following a fire which destroyed the building. Mrs. Stokes father, Ed Stevens,
was chairman of the church committee that purchased Si). bell over 60 years ago.
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon)
Seen&I-leard 
Around
Murray
Jo. Creason in his column in
the CJ tells the following story
concerning a Calloway County
man.
"WHEN IT was erected nearly
50 years ago, and for years af-
terwards, the Citizens Bank
Building In Paducah Was a mar-
vel that attraoted sightseer's
from all over Western Ken-
tucky. After all, it was a full
10 stories high, the first cloud-
bumping structure in those
parts.
"Consequently, it came to be
known simply as "the 10-story
building." One old man from
Calloway County was brought
by his son to see the sight. He
stood across the street and gaz
ed at it for several minutes,
then delivered himself of a
profound observation.
"Man alive," he marveled,
"wouldn't she make a fine silo
for hay!"
The Children's Messenger, pub-
lished monthly by the Kentucky
Baptist Board of Child Care,
Middletown, Kentucky, carries
a heartbreaking letter from in
unwed mother to the unktown
people who adopted her new
baby.
Here's an excerpt, "This is the
last night that I can call my
baby my own, even though I
have not had her with me. To-
morrow I will sign the paper
that will make my baby your
daughter. Then I will go and
hold her in my arms for a little
while and say good-bye. A few
hours After that she will be in
your arms and in your hearts
as much as in mine. She won't
grow in front of my eyes like
she wW in yours".
The purpose in printing the
letter was to show that girls
who have these babies go thr-
ough an agonizing appraisal and
evaluation before placing their
babies for adoption.
Dr. Speck is coming to Murray
to promote his ideas that the
war in Viet Nam is no good.
We doubt seriously if he has a
workable solution as to how to
extricate ourselves in a realistic
fashion. We will make it a
point to be among those ab-
sent.
Indictments will come moon in
New Jersey where the Mafia
has apparently corrupted peo-
ple in high office including the
judiciary. Money is the med-
ium that is used in this corrup-
tion.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Scorpions before mating g-n-
pretty perform a courtship rit-
ual which- takes the form of a
dance with interlocked claws
Jaycees Finalize
Plans For Food
Basket Project
Last night at a special meet-
ing of the Murray Jaycees Plans
were finalized for the second
annual Food for Christmas Pro-
Again this year the Sigma Nu
Fraternity will assisted the
Jaycees with their road blocks
throughout the city oil Murray
The road blocks will start at
1:00 p. m. Saturday, December
13. Funds derived from thr
road blocks will be used to
°arches. food and bleaketa Mt
those persons in Murray and
Calloway County who are less
fortunate this Christmas.
Last year the citizens of Mur-
ray and Calloway County gen-
erously donated over $350.00 to
the road block. This year the
Jaycees basket list has increas-
ed and the Jaycees will include
blankets along with the food.
Boxes will be put in grocery
stores in Murray for any dona-
tions of food or non-food items.
These boxes will be picked up
and the food will be separated
and put into the Christmas box
es.
Hutson Men Now In
United States Navy
Two sons of Mrs. Clara Hut
son of 316% North 12th Street,
Larry G. Hutson and Roger D.
Hutson, are now serving with
.h. United States Navy.
Lorry, age 18, is now in basic
training at Great Lakes, Ill.
He enlist' in the Navy on
November 20. He attended Mur-
ray High School.
Roger, age 21, is serving a-
board the USS Ageehelm in
poet at San Diego, California.
He enlisted in May 1967, took
his basic training at Great
Lakes, Ill., where he was in
school for the position of fire
control technician for two years.
He is a graduate of Murray
High School and attended Mur-
ray State University.
WEATHER REPORT
United Press Intarastiosall
West Kentucky: Decreasing
cloudiness, becoming fair and
cool this afternoon. Clear and
colder tonight. Friday sunny
and continued cool. High today
in upper 40s and lower 50e,
low tonight mostly in the up-
per 20s, high Friday in uppir
40s and low 50s. Saturday partly
cloudy and mild.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4,
no change; Below dam 300.7,
down 2.4, all gates closed.
Barkley Lake. 7 a.m 3544,
no change; Below dam 306.2,
down 2.8.
Sunset 4:40; sunrise TO
Moon sets 7.01 p.m._
Gibson Held
In Local -Jail
10* Per Copy Vol. LXXXX No. 292
William Jonah Gibson, Jr., is
still being held in the Calloway
County jail after being charged
on three counts by county and
state law officials.
Gibson has been charged with
the burning of the Sinking
Springs Church and a dwelling
house, property of Joe Parker,
on early Tuesday morning and
with the burning of a dwelling
hoesee beleragdasg 410 J. 0. Ocedifas
on the night of September 18,
according to the warrants for
his arrest.
Kentucky State Police Detect-
ive Joe Hill and Deputy Sheriff
Calton Morgan picked up Gib-
son for questioning on Tues-
day afternoon and later he was
charged with three counts of
burning and arson.
Wednesday afternoon a sear-
ch warrant was issued by Co-
unty Judge Hall McCuiston to
search the 1966 Chevrolet Gib-
son was driving.
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield,
Deputy Morgan, and State De-
tective Joe Hill found a two
gallon can full of gasoline and
three boxes of country match-
es in the car Gibson was driv-
ing.
Send Christmas Card
To A Service Man
Larry G. Hutson SR
B 232848
Co. 682 12th Bn. 1st Reg.
Great Lakes, 111. 60088
Roger D. Hutson FTG2
B211908
G Div. USS Agerholrn
(dd826)
FPO San Francisco,
Calif. 96601
L Cpl. Jimmie D. Boyd ,
2383083
V. M. F. A. 232 AVIONICS'
Mag. 15 (Rein)
FPO San Francisco,
Calif. 96602
Pie Ronnie L. Boyd
2554209
H. & S. Co. 1st an.
8th Maine
2rid Marine Div. (Comm.)
Camp LeJeune, N. C. 28542
P.F.C. Roger K. Fain
2553847
H & S Co. 2nd Shore
Party Bn
2nd Marine Div. F. M. F.
Camp Lejeune, N.C. 28542
Mrs. Paschall Wing
In Sales Contest
Mrs. Aggie Lee Paschall ef
the Kengas Company, Murray,
was winner in the sales contest
sixms)red in the seven Ken-
tucky districts of the company.
She received two tickets to
the Liberty Bowl footliaLl game,
Alabama vs. Colorado, on. Sat-
urday afternoon and a two
nights stay at the Holiday Inn
Ne- 12, Union -Avenue Or -Me-
Leah, Memphis, 'Tenn:-
Two Wrecks
Investigated
Two traffic collisions were
vestigated by the Murray P
lice Department on Wedne
No injuries were reported
the reports filed by the
Cars involved in the acc
at 9:32 a. m. were a 1968
lac four door driven by
on Howard Norris of
ton, and a 1955 Ford two
driven by Henry Clay
of Murray Route One.
Police staid Brewer,
south on U. S. Highway
North, was making a left
into the road at Tcin's Pe.
place, and collided with
Norris car going north on
The Brewer car had been
ed when the police arrived.
Damage to the Norris car w
on the left side and right
and to the Brewer oar an t
left front fender and front.
The second accident
at 3:51 p. m. an Wednesday
15th and Poplar Streets.
Involved were a 1967 Che
(Continued On Page Twelve)
Local Shrine Club
To Hold Breakfast
Members of the Murray-C
loway County Shrine Club w
meet Sunday, December 13,
nine a.m. at the Southside Rest
aurant for the regular month'
fellowship breakfast. ,
All Shriners and their fami
lies are urged to attend.
Rotary Club Makes
Contribution For
Drug Education
Wiliard Ails, chairman of the
Calloway County Council o n
Drug' Education, announced to-
bay that the Murray Rotary
Club has donated $102.50 for
the purchase of literature on
drug mis-use. This literature
Will be used for distribution to
Calloway County schools. The
literature will cover drugs from
Marihuana and LSD to stimu-
lants, depressants and narcotics.
The Rotary Club will be re-
sponsible for the distribution
of this literature under the dir-
ection of the Calloway County
Council on Drug Education.
Other civic clubs have ex-
pressed interest in helping with
such items as film purchases
and book purchases. The coul-
d' is trying to set up a library
of drug information for public
ase and invites participation of
civic groups to help prevent a
drug sub-culture in our comm-
unity
The mailing address for the
'Drug Education Council is Wil-
lard Alls, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The Calloway County Council
on Drug Education met Time
day, December 1, to hear a die
cussion on drugs that are mis
used. Willard Ails, chairman.
led the group in the discussion
Members pre'et-nt from the
Kiwanis Club andeiRotary Club
discussed their clubs role in
the education program with
ather members being assigned
special projects. Any interested
rson or organization may con-
tact Mr. Ails at the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital.
Last Of 60,000 GI's In Nixon's
Withdrawal Lean Vietnam Today
By WALTER WHITEHE
SAIGON (UPI) — The last
60,000 American GU eckvedul
for withdrawal from Vietnam
under President Nixon's pullout
plan left for home today, tarn-
ing over the defense of Saigon
entirely to the South Vietna-
mese army.
The departure for Ft. Bragg
N.C., of the final 188 members
of the 82nd Airborne Division's
3rd Brigade meant there were
no U.S. units left in the cap-
ital's defense ring. The para-
troopers had kept Saigon free
from rocket attacks since Aug.
24.
In addition to these men, mil-
itary spokesmen repotted Mon-
day that 8,800 other Americans
have left the war zone without
being replaced in what appear-
ed to be an 'unannounced with-
drawal program.
The report said 100 Ameri-
cans died last week — 30 few-
er than the week before — and
592 were wounded. South Viet-
nam lost 411 dead and 1,005
wounded, a drop from the pre-
vious week, and Communist
losses were put at 2,469 dead,
an increase of 205.
Military spokesmen also an-
nounced that two U.S.helicop-
ter crewmen walked into a
South Vietnamese highlands
outpost Wednesday after 38
days as prisoners of the Viet
rig. There was no word on
whether they had escaped or
teem released.
WO Michael T. Peterson of
Redmond, Wash., and Sgt. Ver-
non C. Shepard of Akron, Ohio,
both 21, were listed as missing
Nov. 2 after their helicopter
was shot down near the Cam-
bodian border. Officials said
they had been wounded but
were in good condition today.
Light fighting was reported
across the battlefield, with
communiques listing a total of
eight guerrillas slain against
U.S. casualties of two dead and
eight wounded in four signifi-
cant c;ashes.
Two of the biggest U.S. bases
in Vietnam came under rocket
attack this morning — Army -
headquarters at Long Binh out-
side Saigon and the air base at
Da Nang on the northern coast ,
Headquarters said 10 long-
range rockets hit Long Binh, 18
miles northeast of Saigon, caus-
ing light damage and casualties,
with no American fatalities re-
ported.
Fewer than five 140mm miss-
iles slam/tied into the Da
Nang base with the same re-
sults, spokesmen said. U. S.
artillerymen fired back at the
suspected guerrilla rocket sites
and set off five secondary ex-
pt9sions..
The ithellings were among 28
overnight rocket and mortar
barrages across the war zone.
Costliest of the salvos was a
15-zeand mortar attack that
killed fis e Vietnamese civilians
and two soldiers at Phan Ly
Cham, 120 miles northeast of
Saigon. Another 14 civilians
were wounded
Military spokesmen said it
was the most night shellings
since Dec. 3 when 32 were re-ported.
With headquarters communi-
ques listing light fighting from
Wednesday, seven flights o f
352 bombers were called in
during the night to bombard
suspected ,Communist bivouacs
between Saigon and the Cambo-
dian frontier.
Eighteen American soldiers
were wounded early today when
guerrilla soldiers attacked their
atrol 28 miles northwest of Sai-
gon with rocket-propelled gre-
nades and machine guns, The
US. 25th Infantry Division
troopers fought back but at
dawn found no slain Viet Cong.
Still other Communist troops
ambushed a string of U.S. river
patrol boats near the Cambo-
dian border, killing two Ameri-
cans and wounding two, head-
quarters said. The fight occurr-
ed 60 miles west of Saigon, a-
bout a half mile from Cambo-
dia, end there were no guerrilla
losses reported.
Letter To Editor
Dear Sir:
Your local postoffice is anti-
cipating the heaviest Christmas
mailing ever. We are grateful
for patron cooperation in the
past and feel that the follow-
ing suggestions for this year
will provide better service.
All Christmas cards must
*ere Oc postage, and should be
sealed to provide faster and
i g enr 
machines.
through can-i
All cards and letters must
live postage affixed.
. Service windows at the Post-
lice will be opened for pur
of stamps and mailing of
reels on Saturday, December
,from 8:00 am to 4:00 p.m
gular hours of 8 to 5 will be
served on other days. There
dill be no Sunday service.
The lobby will be open on
Sundays for access to lock box-
e and the stamp machine.
atrons are asked to separate
1
rued On Pas, Twievi)
ONE CITED
One person was cited for pub-
drunkenness by the Murray
lice Dere rtmeet on _Viglin
Fiscal Court
Has Session
On Tuesday
Members of the present Fiscal
Court held their final session
on Tuesday in the chambers of
the Calloway County Judge Hall
McCuiston.
During the session the court
agreed to the increase of fifty
cents in the 'county court costs
to help maintain the law library
in the jury room of the couet
house.
Also present for the meeting
were members-elect of the next
Fiscal Court, Wayne Flora, K.
B. McCuiston, Martin Young,
and Lennis Hale.
Present court members are
Cecil Holland, Cecil Taylor,
George Robert Lassiter, Noble
Brandon, Thurston Furches,
Dewey Smell, and Roy Bur-
keen.
Following the meeting Judge
Hall McCuiston was host for
a luncheon for both old and
new members of the Fiscal
Court plus Robert 0. Miller,
present county attorney a n d
county judge-elect, Sid Easley,
county attorney-elect, Douglas
Shoemaker, county court clerk,
Marvin Harris, county court
clerk-elect, and Gordon Moody,
treasurer.
The Luncheon was held at
the Colonial House Smorgas-
bord.
Burley Sales
Remain Same
by United Press International
Burley tobacco prices in Ken-
tucky Wednesday remained at
about the same levels as the
past several days with 15,227,-
180 pounds sold for an average
price of $69.02 per hundred
pounds. up four cents over
Tuesday.
Lexington markets again re-
ported the heaviest sales we,h
3,206,490 pounds sold for an
average price of $70.88 per hun-
dred.
In Washington Wednesday,
Rep. John Duncan, R-Tenn., ask-
ed the Agriculture Departmeni
to investigate a current slump
in burley tobacco prices, "Most
authorities believe that large
tobacco companies have by col-
lusion or otherwise agreed to
decide to let the government
purchase a larger amount of to-
bacco this year." he said.
Duncan said bidding at Ten-
nessee burley markets indicates
the government may be forced
to buy 20 per cent this year un
der its price support program,
compared to 4.16 per cent in
1968 and 4.18 per cent in 1967.
The outlook in Kentucky is
25 per cent and in Virginia 22
per cent, Duncan said.
Duncan, in a letter- asking
Agriculture Secretary Clifford
M. Hardin to-TriaTettigate, said
most of the buyers say they are
following orders of their com-
panies in offering lower bids.
Duncan told Hardin that to-
bacco authorities believe the
current high interest level has
influenced the low bidding
trend.
'the tobacco being bought now
will not be used for three to
five years and the tobacco com-
panies dislike tying up high-
interest funds for such periods,
Duncan said.
Most grade averages have re-
mained at about the same lev-
els for the least several days in
the eight-state Burley Belt ac-
cording to the Federal - State
Market News Service.
However, quality of offerings
was not as good Wednesday as
sales contained a larger propor-
tion of lower grades. A number
of markets in the belt reported
light sales.
Volume of sales in the eight-
state marketing area Tuesday
slid to 25,750,392 gross pounds
and the average of $68.56 per
hundred pounds was the lowest
daily level of the season—down
75 cents from the previous day.
Marketing for the season
reached 367.776,133 pounds for
an average of $70.15.
A large proportion of sales
continues to be placed under
government loan.
Deliveries to the Burley To-
bacco Growers' Cooperateye a-
mountedarly 29 per cent
of Tuesday's gross sales. This
cooperative, operating In all
states except Tennessee, North
Carolina, and Virginia, has re-
15- ceived 22eper .cent of the sea,
son's marketings.
Murray State Alumni
Will Elect Officers
Kew shcebtom
Kent McCuiston On
National Judging
Team; Places 8th
Kentucky sent two 4-H dairy
judging teems to the National
Contest this year. In mid Oc-
tober. cne team placed 5th in
the North American contest at
Columbus, Ohio. Calloway-Ce-
unty had two members on this
team, Kathy Stubblefield and
Rote rt Blalock.
On Wednesday, December 3,
the other team competed in the
National Contest held in Chi-
cago, Illinois. The Chicago team
was composed of Kent McCuis-
ton—Calloway County, LaVella
Howard—Todd County, Nancy
Marksberry —Davies, Counyt,
and Mike Ebelhar—Davies Co-
unty. This team placed 8th in
a real close contest.
Kent McCuiston son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. McCuistcm,
Route 3, ?tummy, *Mt wire.
individual on the Kentucky
team.
The judging team was coach-
ed by John Nicolai and Tom
Curtsinger. They left on Fri-
day after Thanksgiving to give
the team some practice sessions
before the contest. The team
visited some of elle dairy farms
in Illinois and Wisconsin repre-
senting the major breeds of
dairy cattle. They practiced
judging 10 to 12 classes a day
and gave two to -three sets of
reasons at night in the motel
room. This activity is an excel-
lent tool to help young people
develop decision making, mem-
ory retention and ability to
speak as well as having the op-
portunity to meet new people.
Kent is a frshman at Murray
State University and is major-
ing in agriculture
Mr. And Mrs. Riley
To Celebrate
Golden Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Riley of
Route Five, Mayfield, will cele-
brate their golden wedding an-
niversary with open house at
their home on Sunday; Decem-
ber 21. All friends and relatives
are invited to call from two to
five p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley were mar-
ried December 24, 1919 in Ben-
ton, Kentucky.
Mrs. Riley is the former Ina
Prather, daughter of the late
Hiram and Naomi Smith Pra-
ther of Marshall County.
Mr. Riley, a retired farmer,
is the son of the late Hiram
and Elzora Colley of Calloway
County.
They are the parents of one
son, Hiram T. Riley of Mayfield,
and one daughter, Gels Riley of
Mt. Vernon, Ill. They have two
grandchildren, Ruth Ann and
Mary Susan.
Murray Stores To
Start Staying Open
On Friday Evening
The Murray Chamber of Com-
merce announced today starting
Friday, December 12, all storeS
in Murray will remain open un-
til 8:00 p.m. each evening until
Christmas.
Most of the stores will close
at 5.00 p.m. on Christmas Eve.
The amplified Christmas
music will begin 'in Murray on
Friday, a Chamber of Commerce
spokesman said.
A new president, vice-presi-
dent, and five representatives
will be elected to the Murray
State University Alumni Assoc-
iation executive board in Janu-
ary.
Ballots for the election are
being sent to 3,500 alumni
These ballots must be returned
to the MSU Alumni Office on or
before January 23.
Vying for president are Mrs.
June Bushart Norris, attorney
for the US. Bureau of Internal
Revenue, and Dr. Forrest C.
Pogue, director of the Marshall
Foundation. Both reside in
Washington, D. C.
Vice-presidential candidates
are Hoyt Jones of Mayfield, as-
sistant superintendent of Grav-
es County Schools, and Dorse
O'Dell, Calvert City, personnel
manager of Airco Alloys and
Carbide Alloys Operation.
Five of the following will Le
elected as representatives:
Owen Billington, Murray In-
surance Agency agent, Murray;
Mrs. Martha Ellison, Ky. Dept.
of Education coordinator of cur-
riculum development, Louis-
ville; Harold Ford, executin
secretary of Southeastern Poul-
try and Egg Association; Miss
Martha Guier, MSU placement
director, Murray; Flits Henson,
Carl Sandburg College presid-
ent, Galesburg, Ill.;
Dr. Charles Hogancamp, car-
diologist, Paducah; John Dan-
iel Kemp, attending UK law
school, Lexington; Miss Franc-
es Lashbrook, assistant superin-
tendent for elementary educa-
tion, Owensboro; Pat McCuis-
ton, state senator for the Third
District of Kentucky and presi-
dent of Planters Bank of Todd
County, Pembroke; and John
Wing& director of Central Stat-
es ririvernmurrmsorrerret arid
warden of Kentucky State Pen-
itentiary. Eddyville.
These candidates were chosen
by a nominating committee ap-
pointed by Alumni Association
President Barkley Jones, princi-
pal of Mayfield High School.
Max Hurt of Murray was the
committee chairman. Other
committee members were Dr.
Ben Humphreys and Pat Tre-
vathan, both of Murray.
Both the president and the
vice-president serve a one-year
term, while representatives are
elected for three years.
The Alumni Association sec-
retary is recommended by the
association board and is em-
ployed by the university presi-
dent and the Board of Regents
to serve in that capacity for an
undetermined number of years.
One Injured
In Accident
A wrecker and a pickup truck le
were involved in a traffic col-
lision on Highway 893 at about
eight-tenths cd a mile south of
Lynn Grove, aecueding to Ken-
tucky State Trooper Tom Ad-
ams. The accident occurred on
Tuesday at 2:55 p. m.
David Davis of Tennessee,
driver of the 1960 Chevrolet
pickup, received a bruised left
hand in the collision.
Trooper Adams said Davis go-
ing south gave a hand siglal
to make a left turn.- Jack Lovine
of Almo Route One, driving a
1962 Dodge wrecker, also go-
ing south, failed to see Davis'
hand signal, and started to pass
Davis on the left, according to
Trooper Adams.
The Lovins wrecker hit Da-
'a' hand as he passed kn
Mg it back into the truck. Both
trucks then went off the left
side of the road and hit a util-
ity pole, according to the state
trooper.
Mrs. Beaman Has
Surgery At Memphis
Mrs. Wavel Beaman of Mur-
ray Route Two is scheduled to
undergo her second eye opera-
tion today at the Methodist
Hospital, Hemphis, Tenn.
The Calloway County woman
entered the Memphis Hospital
over a week ago for her P.-st
eye operation. She is in Room
P-319.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Deaths reported today are Mrs. Prentice Overbey and Mr
Herber d Jetton.
The first part of the week before Christmas has been set as an
approximate date for the judging of the Christmas lighting contest,
sponsored by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. James Kapp of Cincinnati, Ohio, formerly of
Murray, are the parents of a baby girl, Amanda Jean, born Decem-
ber 8.
Murray College High School Beta Club members attended the
Kentucky convention at Louisville recently.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
The Hazel Lions defeated the Lynn Grove Wildcats in a basketball
game played at Hazel. The score was 4148.
Twelve high schools in Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Illinois will be repreated here at Murray State College when
the Quad State Band festival gets underway December 12.
"Roseanna McCoy" starring Farley Granger and Charles Bick-
ford is playing at the Varsity Theatre.
Murray Training School will present the "Christmas Story" in
ib• Little chapel on December 15.
Bible Thought for Today
Be not forgetful to entertain strangers: for thereby some have
entertained angels unaware. - Hebrews 13:2.
Christ said, inasmuch as you have done it unto one of the
least of these my brethren, you have done it unto me.
Quotes From The News
By UNIT,,ED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
CHICAGO - "Chicago Seven" trial witness Mrs. Sarah Diamant
describing how she felt after allegedly being sprayed with chemical
Mace
"It felt as if my cheeks were on fire,"
WASHINGTON - Newly appointed commissioner of the Food
and Drug Administration Charles C. Edwards:
"Obviously , it (FDA) isn't the most healthy agency in the
federal government or I wouldn't be here."
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. - Broward County Sheriff Ed Stack
detailing damage at Fort Lauderdale. Hollywood Airport after a
tornado struck
"It's quite a mess, Airplanes are scattered allover the perimet-
er road and fuel is all over the place."
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. - Santa Cruz Mayor Richard Werner
asked if he would "do it again" after being acquitted of malicious
mischief for admittedly tearing down a Viet Cong flag at a nrivate
home:
"You're darn right I would do it again."
Educational
Televisio
Schedule
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISION PROGRAM
LISTINGS
WKMU, Channel 21, Murray
Week of December 8-12, 1969
MONDAY  December 8
3:10 Spanish Orientation: Level I
3:30 felisterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sesame Street
5:00 Window to the Classroom
Children of Other Lands-Swit-
zerland
5:15 Book Look with Mary Clivir
5:25 Agriculture Extension: Foc-
us on Youth 4-H report
5:30 What's New
6:00 The Advocates
7:00 World Press
8:00 N.E.T. Journal: To Save
Tomorrow
TUESDAY December 9
3:10 Spanish Orientation: Level ll
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sesame Street
5:00 Window to the Classroom
Cover to cover -"Smoky"
5:20 Ky. Profiles - Alan Owen
5:30 What's New
6:00 Communication Skills
6:30 Hollis Summers
1:00 Oq Being Black - "Liberty"
8:00 N.E.T. Festival- The World
of the Boss Nova
WEDNESDAY — December 10
3:00 Your Heritage - Taacher
--- Orin.
3:30 Risterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sesame Street
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
Science Quest - Conservation
& Water
5:30 What's New
6:00 The Forsyte Saga - "the
Challenge"
7:00 To Save Tomorrow
7:30 Book Beat: Rumer
8:00 French Chet The Endive
Show
8:30 Panmed - Almost a Miracle
4
THURSDAY — December 11
3:00 Communication Skills
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sesame Street
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
Amer. History - "Dred
Scott Decision"
5:25 Agriculture Extension -
All Consumers: Egg
Size
5:30 What's New
6:00 Speed Reading
6:30 Folk Guitar
7:00 Washington Week in Review
7:30 N. E. T . Playhouse - The Duel
FRIDAY  December 12
3:00 Speed Writing
3:30 Misterogerse Neighborhood
4:00 Sign-Off
(.ablornia's population - in-
creved ti5 per cent in the 1920s.
largePt cue in the.s4uLs:eiseaturt.
MSU President, Harry Sparks, and Douglas Fuqua,
president of the Deseret Club •re shown after the program
held Saturday night by the Club.
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
National Institute of Mental Health
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
Quackery and You
At this very minute. someone
somewhere in the United States,
pefbaps not far from you, is be-
ing victimized by medical and
health quackery.
Mental health quackery,
course, is often difficult to ii
fine. Many people with ment
illnesses may get better or
cover completely whether th
get treatment, no treatme
poor treatment, or quack tre
ment
He or she is spending hard-
earned money, maybe hundreds Sometimes quackery canor even thousands of dollars, spotted by almost any otfor some useless gimmick. live person. But this maygadget, phoney trisatment, or'
merely consuItk,n-1-n-cradvice
Heartbreakingly. ‘k hatever it •
is that quackery' offers you in
• its promises, in its reality it
brings shattered hopes at the
least and actual physical or
mental damage at the most
Mental and emotional ill-
nesses are a particularly rich
territory for today's quacks.
Mental health quackery is vast-
ly profitable and may be rising,
despite efforts of the American
Psychiatric Association, Ameri-
can Medical Association, our
Institute, and many other or-
ganizations.
No accurate figures are 
able on ibe - precise or total
-ebetfiStiffettlX1 Wealth quaetery
or of medical-health hoaxes in
general. But it is widely ac-
cepted by health and medical
authorities that each year bil-
lions are spent uselessly or, in
many instances harmfully, for
the person concerned.
There is no "cure" for men.
tal -retardation, for exam
nor any way to regenerate d
or damaged brain cgils or pa,l,
of the brain. Yet parents 0!
mentally retarded children hay;
been reported as paying $1.00(
to have their afflicted child it
iected ith - a "special serum.'
What can you do to prote
yours.eft against quackery? ,
There is no one sure-fire wa
But you'll find that it pays to g
stowly and investigate befoi
committing your money or you
health—or that of loved one --
to anything or arvone promi,
ing cal), mental 'health.
Consult your local or Qat:
medical society, health depart
ment, mental health Issovi-
ation, mental hospital, clergy.
better business assos:iaticn. One
thing quackery can't staid tip to
is objective investieatior
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (U P 1)- Though
Investors have little specific to
look forward to, the stock
market does have a ()Duple of
good things going for it,
Shearson, Hammitt & Co. says.
Among other things it says:
The market is greatly oversold
and entitled to a rally; some
current pressure results from
ax loss selling, which will soon
)eak out; and the depressed
prices attained by some stocks
are, bound to attract long-term
buyers who are prepared to
wait out an economic storm.
---
There is an even chance, that
institutional investors "will
soon detect faint prospects of
monetary ease" and will
become fairly agressive buyers
In the bond market in the
weeks ahead, Spear and Staff
says. The firm observes that
stability in the bond market is
a necessary precursor for the
traditional year-end rally in
stocks.
---
Until a tested base has re-
formed and emotions have
calmed down, reserve buying
power should be committed
only sparingly and selectiyely
in the market and confined to
periods of further price weak-
ness, Hayden, Stone, Inc., says.
At present, any recovery
progress is being hindered by
the relative yield attractiveness
of bonds over stocks, the firm
adds.
Reynolds & Co. estimates
downside risk at 5 per cent and
believes "investor policy should
be leaning toward the positive
side." The market ha been
discounting a minor receSsion
In advance and should start
going up, far in advance of the
anticipated economic recovery,
the firm says. Bond, blue chips
and many growth stocks are
selling at attractive levels, it
otes.
STATE POLICE MANHUNT
The Kentucky Sate Police
have under way a campaign to
add 200 new troopers to their
present force of !ewer than
600. Public Safety :,ommission-
er William 0. Newman says
more recruits are needed to off-
set a sharp increase in traffic
and criminal arrests since 1967
A request for the additional
manpower is to be included in
the State Police budget to be
presented for consideration by
the 1970 General Assembly.
Is your borne SAFE?
Do you loader unload guns
in the house?
Deseret Club
Has Program
Last Saturday
Students of the Latter-Day
Saint student association at MSU
presented an evening program
for students and faculty
Saturday night at the United
Campus Ministry.
The newly formed Deseret
Club is the student organization
for members of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints.
"Meet the Mormons" was
presented during the
pre-Christmas season as a
program, to show non-Mormon
members just what the Mormon
religion is all about.
The Mormons are usually
associated with Utah and
Brigham Young, the pioneer
colonizer of the Salt Lake
Valley. There are today nearly
three million Mormons
throughout the world. In the
Murray area there are about a
hundred Mormons.
Murray State President
Harry Sparks, Dr, J. Matt
Sparkman, Dean Lillian Tate and
Mayor Holmes Ellis were present
at the special program.
The film, "Man's Search for
Happiness" which depicts the
Mormon concepts was shown
several times.
A second film, "A Tour of
Temple Square" was shown.
This is a guide to what a tourist
might see upon visiting Salt Lake
City, and the Mormon Temple,
Douglas Fuqua, Owensboro,
is president of the club; Doug
White, a junior speech-drama
major from Louisville. is
vice-president; Jennifer
Baumgardner, the club secretary
is a senior math major from
Paducah; and Jane Brooking,
Kevil, is the club's treasurer and
historian.
Woman's View.
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
combination of mini dress with
midi or _maxi ceS„is a. 1970
look.
' That's the' long arid short of
the lest word On hemlines
Lr the new season.
Is the forecasters detail
thirgs: "Tke hemline rise or
fall that once took seven years
between extremes will occur in
the space of one day as a woman
 chawes from day (five inches
above the knee) to evening (14,
10 o: eight inches from the
floor).
"Mcst designers believe
equally in the short daytime
skirt, from three to five inches
above be knee, and the calf or
ankle length for festive clothes.
Iajamas Are Basic
"Like tramel pants and the
shirt dress, every fashionable
woman ounts pajamas as a
basic but they are no longer a
sensation, Pants for day and
evening are straight and fitted
tight through hips and thigh,"
These were excerpts from the
spring forecast as the Ameri-
can designers group opened a
week-long series of fashion
shows for visiting press radio
and television representatives
the shows will continue through
Friday and include such
"name" designers as Brooks,
Dior Simpson, Tiffeau, De La
Renea, Cassini and Trigere,
plus manufacturing or trade
groups like the Cultured Pearl
Associations of America and
Japan and the American
Footwear Institute.
Now for sume specific trends
Quad-r.ate
AT QUAD-STATE BAND FESTIVAL: intently alert for their cues,
the"tiers of the percussion section rehearse with the senior band at the ! 
Band Festival Monday, December 5, at Murray State University. Left to right, they aro.
Marla Moore, Sesser, ill.; Mike Potts, Cohn High School, Nashville, Tenn.; Larry Hurt,
Corm', Ill.; Drake Hall, Murray; and Ed Schierholzen, Tell City, Ind. More than 325 selected
junior and senior high school band members from 102 schools in Kentucky, Illinois, Mis-
souri, end 'Tennessee took part in the festival, the final one of th(preheotohebldy by thefour-state
group fhts year.
tt z
"FAMILY" PHOTOS -- Beard-
ed Charles Manson, 34,
shown in custody in Inde-
pendenee. Calif., and Linda
D. ICalabia%20, 1,1:snalier
'41 Vga3-4 /4rAnoliooff
in four montha,„are
those being questioned in the
five - murder Sharon Tate
case in Los Angeles. Manson
ia leader of a hippie putt
called "The Manson Family."
from the spring collections:
Clothes Are Uncontrived
Day and sports clothes are
classic, uncontrived, mostly
straight and simple, fairly loose
yet showing the body. Day
shapes include the shIrtwast,
the shirt, the simple suit, he
tubular coat, the pants-suit with
a long tunic, the maxi coat over
a short dress or pants and
shirts.
The 170 silhouettes are close
through\ the shoulders, long
through the waist, flared at the
hem by pleats or flounces.
Belts are always soft and non-
cinching, fairly narrow and set
low on the hipbone,
Necklines are no longer high,
but the throat is almost always
wrapped with a long scarf.
Many coats and suits are
collarless, with the Cardigan
look, and many dresses have
low rounded necks with or
without trim.
Suit jackets are elongated in
lines, fingertip or almost
touching the hem of the skirt,
.1 3 3 0 r * TODAY *thru Saturday
WC. FIELDS
IN TWO OF HIS FUNNIEST!
"Tillie & Gus" e
The Old-Fashioned wai 44
* The Perfect Gift! *
THEATRE GIFT TICKET BOOKS
ON SALE AT OUR SOXOFFICEll
NOW! DE
ENDS
C. 19th
Bwa?s smash music"al tio'w
the nittst'exciting movie Iri years!
' •-•": !'tt
SWEET CHASID'. SIFIRLEY MacLAINE
-- Features at: 1:30, 3:45, 7:311 and 9:55 -
Admission: Adults 2.00. Children LOS
Reserved Performance Tickets On Sale for 7:30 Show
* The Perfect Gift! *
THEATRE GIFT TICKET BOOK
ON SALE AT OUR BOXOFFICEll
MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
OVIDEMIERIESSIMILICIPtic
FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY
He shocked you with
and
Now.. Henry Farrell gives you
"Hush...Rush, Sweet Charlotte"
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YOU'RE INVITED!!• i
TO HELP US CELEBRATE OUR PARENT COMPANY'S Z
I
0BIRTHDAY 98, CHRISTMAS PARTY i
Friday, Dec. 12, 9:00 a.m.-6 p.m.
* Register - Free S100 Christmas Club (prize be
comes $200 if w'nner is a member of 1970 Christ-
mas Club).
BRUCE THOMAS
Manager
Murvy Branch
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
B C1, tare Civil it F uit Cake.
* F ee 90th Annive s ry So..veni 1,
304 E Main - atJrray, KSntuckii
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Paterno Feels Penn State
Has A Right To Number One
By STEVE SMiLANICH
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI).- Coach
Joe Paterno of Penn State
Insists he has no argument with
the President of the United
States, the great state of Texas
or fellow lodge member Darrell
Royal over who should be
college football's No. 1 ranked
team.
But the philosophical coach of
the bowl-bound Nittany Lions
contends his team has as much
right to be No. 1 as anyone.
"We have a right to be heard.
We have playoffs in just about
every other NCAA sport. Why
not in football?"
The question of No. 1 ranldng
was the chief topic of
conversation Wednesday when
Paterno visited New York with
team co-captain Steve Srnear
and other Penn State officials
to accept the Lambert Trophy
as the East's top major college
football team.
Honored At Luncheon
The University of Delaware,
Wesleyan and the U.S. Merch-
ant Marine Academy also were
honored as Lambert Award
winners at the luncheon spon-
sored by the Touchdown Club of
New York and Victor and
Henry Lambert,
The Nittany Lions, who have
won 21 consecutive games and
have an undefeated streak
ROCKETS REPLACE
mcmAIION !WITH
ALEX IIANNUM
By STU CAMEN
UPI Sports Writer
Ate
extending for 29 games, won
the Lambert Trophy for the
third consecutive year. The last
team to accomplish such a feat
was the Felix "Doc" Blanch-
ard- Glenn Davis - led Army
teams of 1944-45-46.
"I have no argument with
President Richard Nixon and I
have no argument with Texas
or Darrell Royal, said Paterno.
In fact, Darrell Royal is a
credit to my profession. Very
few people would have the
courage to go for broke like he
and his Texas team did in the
last quarter against Arkansas.
My hat is off to him."
Has Regard For Interest
However, Paterno said Wed-
nesday he has high regard for
the President's interest in
f000tball and proved it by
reading a telegram he sent to
the President.
The telegram said: "Although
we may disagree on your
football analysis, Penn Staters
have no doubt as to who is the
country's No. 1 football tah.
Congratulations on receiving
the highest honor we in college
football can bestow. All of us
who love college football so
deeply appreciate your interest
in our game." The President
was honored Tuesday night in
New York when he received the
Gold Medal Award from the
National Football Foundation
and Hall of Fame for his
 interest and support of football.
Patera() also read a telegram
from the President praising his
team for winning the Lambert
Trophy. "I join with football
fans all across the nation in
acknowledging the great
achievement represented by the
award you received today," the
presidential telegram said.
Alex Hannum, the new
command pilot of the flounder-
ing San Diego Rockets, has
ordered a mid-course correction
and the National Basketball
Association club finally may be
on the way up.
Hannum replaced Jack Mc-
Mahon as coach of the
dissension-riddled Rockets Wed-
nesday and hours later the dub
looked like the picture of
-harmony in defeating Atlanta,
126-107 and snapping the
Hawks' six -game winning
streak.
Elvin Hayes and Don !Colts,
who helped make life miserable
for McMahon by claiming they
couldn't play together and
asking to be traded, combined
for 63 points but it was Art
Williams' performance which
indicated that Hannurn's philo-
sophy of team play already
may be taking hold.
Williams didn't score a point
but set a San Diego Arena
record and tied his own club
mark with 19 assists.
Hayes led all scorers with 35
points. John Block and Jim
Barnett each tallied 21 points
for San Diego and Stu Lantz
added 17 while Jim Davis paced
the Hawks with 24 and Lou
Hudson had 21.
In other NBA games New
York needed Bill Bradley's
basket with 12 seconds left to
beat Milwaukee, 96-95; Cincin-
nati edged Philadelphia, 122-
121; Boston turned back Los
Angeles, 111.19, and Phoenix
routed Baltimore, 137-107.
Bradley's 15 - foot jumper
from the corner overcame a
field goal seconds earlier by
Milwaukee's Bob Dandridge
which had given the Bucks a 95-
94 lead. Lew Alcindor scored 25
for Milwaukee while Dick
Barnett's 24 was tops for the
Knicks, who won their 27th
game against only three losses.
Oscar Robertson hit on four
free throws and Johnny Green
scored on a steal and a layup in
the final 95 seconds to help the
Royals past the 76ers. Robert-
son paced all scorers with 35
points, including 15 of 16 from
the foul line, while Billy
Cunningham led Philadelphia
with 34.
Em Bryant's 11 points in the
third quarter enabled Boston to
overcome the Leiters. The
Celtics presented a balanced
attack, placing six men in
double figures, led by Bryant's
25 points. The Lakers, again
playing without injured Jerry
West, the NBA's leading scorer,
were topped by Elgin Baylor's
r3 points.
Phoenix, leading 56-54 at
halftime, broke open its game
against the Bullets by scoring
12 straight points at the start of
the third quarter. Jim Fox
paced the Suns with 24 points
while Baltimore, which dropped
812 games behind New York in
the East, was led by Wes
Unseld's 20 points and 21
retounds.- -
Irish Have
Good Case
For Playoffs
By United Press International
Notre Dame's basketball
team has no school policy
banning post-season competition
with which to contend. It only
has to prove it belongs among
the nation's best to play in the
NCAA tournament, and so far,
the Irish have a good case.
The unbeaten, 16th-ranked
Irish, who have played in the
NCAA tourney eight times and
in the NIT once, rolled to their
fourth straight victory Wednes-
day night by ripping Northern
Illinois, 111-92.
Junior Austin Carr poured in
42 points, upping his average to
37.2 and breaking his own
record of 37 for a game in the
Notre Dame Arena.
Thomas Jones added 19 and
John Pleick had 14, while the
Irish defense held, Northern
Illinois' top scorer, Jerry
Zielinski, to 11 points.
In other games involving Top
20 teams, No. 4 South Carolina
outshot East Carolina from
both the floor and the free
throw line for a 68-49 victory,
No. 10 Villanova was paced by
Howard Porter, who scored 28
points and grabbed 27 rebounds,
and Chris Ford, who scored 26
points, Cliff Meely led Colorado
with 24 points and Mike
Coleman added 23.
Elsewhere, LaSalle squeaked
past Eastern Kentucky, 84-82,
Southern Methodist trimmed
Georgia Tech, 77-66, Boston
College won its first game-
after two losses- under new
Coach Chuck Daly by belting
Canisius, 70-56, and Bradley
edged Indiana State, 74-73,
Randy Denton sank two free
throws with one second left and
Dick Devenzio bagged a field
goal at the buzzer as Duke
nipped Michigan, 73-68, Calvin
Murphy scored 33 points,
Including five key free throws
in the final 42 seconds, to give
Niagara an 83-80 victory over
Buffalo State and Princeton
thrashed Maryland, 75-67.
In the first annual Liberty
Bowl Classic in Memphis, Tulsa
defeated Arkansas, 74-66, and
Memphis State downed Missis-
sippi State, 83-74, setting up a
Tulsa-Memphis State champion-
ship showdown.
ENTERS TWO CARS
North Stars
Blast Black
Hawks 8-5
By MARTIN LADER
UPI Sports Writer
Wren Blair couldn't be
happier about being wrong.
Asked recently bow long it
would be before the expansion
West Division reached parity
with the East in the Nattnnel
Hockey League, the general
manager-coach of .the Minneso-
ta North Stars replied "Three
or four years."
Since their boss uttered that
statement, the Stars have
played five consecutive East
Division foes- and now owns a
five - game unbeaten string.
Their latest coup came Wednes-
day eight when they set a club
scoring record by blasting the
Chicago Black Hawks, 8-5.
The New York Rangers
stretched their unbeaten skein
to 14 games by beating the
Boston Bruins, 5-2, and in other
league action Wednesday night
the Montreal Canadians
snapped a two-game losing
streak by overhauling the 0
Toronto Maple Leafs, 6-3; the
St. Louis Blues gained a 3-3 tie
against the Oakland Seals and
the Pittsburgh Penguins
blanked the Los Angeles Kings,
2-0.
Bill Goldsworthy scored two
goals within an 11-second span
of the third period for
Minnesota to break a 5-5 tie
and Claude LaRose countered
2:06 later to establish a team
mark for the fastest three
goals.
Their splurge has carried
them into second place in the
West, five points behind St.
Louis.
Eric Nesterenko scor-ed two
goals for the Black Hawks, who
have lost three of their last
four games.
Jean Batelle scored a pair of
power-play goals for the
Rangers, who maintained their
four-point lead over Montreal in
the East Division, Boston
dropped to third, six points off
the pace.
Bobby Orr scored for the
Bruins while they were shorth-
anded in the second period, but
Ron Stewart retaliated less
than four minutes later while
New York was killing a penalty
and, this proved to be the
decisive goal for the Rangers.
Montreal, trailing 3-2 after
two periods, scored four times
In the final session to turn back
the Maple Leafs. Yvan Cour-
noyer tied the score at 5:26 of
the period and Jacques Le-
maire followed less than two
minutes later with the winner.
Serge Savard had two goals for
the Canadiens and Claude
Provost notched his 250th
career goal into an empty net
with six seconds remaining.
Red Berenson scored two
goals for the Blues in the third
period to give them their tie
against Los Angeles and Jean
Pronovost tallied the only two
Pittsburgh goals in the final
period at Oakland. Penguin
goalie Les Binkley turned aside
20 shots in registering his
second shutout of the season.
SEBRING, 'Fla. (UP1)- Bri-
tain's John Surtees announced
Wednesday he was entering two
cars in a grand prix here Dec.
28, naming David Hobbs and
Trevor Taylor to drive his
Surtees TS5 Formula A racing
cars in the 200-mile race.
........ ......... .....
Clay Starts
Training
For Frazier
0296 zzbyllyclyd fight 12-11
TAMPA, Fla. (UPI)- Cass!
Clay, shouting "Praise be
God," has gone Into training
Chimp even before attorn
work out final details of
dream bout in Tampa Feb,
with heavyweight Joe Frazi
Attorney Bob Arum said
"became very emotional a
the chance to fight, even if
for nothing. When I told
what was in the works, he
'Praise be to God.' He
into training Wednesday."
Arum met Wednesday
promoters Ron Gorton
Mike Malitz to work out de
f the tout. Arum said the
contract should be signed
the end of this week.
Although Florida Gov.
Kirk gave his blessings to
fight- which would be Clay
first since March of 1967-So
Miami promoter Murry Wor$.
ner, the Tampa City Council
and even Congressman Pad
Rogers were opposed to
match.
Although final details of
fight were not complete,
were indications that Clay
Frazier each would rec
$300,000.
a
6
Pharr, Pearce
To Quarterback
South All-Stars
MONTGOMERY, Dec. 10. -
(UP!) - Tommy Pharr of
Mississippi State and Robert
Pearce of Austin College were
selected Wednesday to quar-
terback the South squad for
the 32nd annual Blue-Gray
game here Dec. 27.
The University of Alabama
landed four players on the
team to be coached by Texas
Tech's .1. T. King. He will be
assisted by Charles Shira of
Mississippi State and Bill Doo-
ley of North Carolina.
Representing Alabama will
he guard Alvin Samples, tack-
le Danny Ford, fullback Pete
Jilleba and halfback Pete
Moore, who will double on of-
fense and defense.
Troy State center George
Little also will serve on the
offense and defense squads.
The South offense:
CENTER-Calyln Hunt irrilcir, and
ctRerite Little, Troy State. GUARDS-Ed
"c;grou . A=0. c-nni.v.=o,c„,,, Memptils State and Donny Ford,
Alabama. ENDS-Charles Evans, Texas
IC 1. Barney Harris, Texas A and N.
I on, MOM LSU. FLANKER-Linty
Cole, ICU, GUARTERRACKS-Teminy
Pharr, MIssIssipgi Stole, Robert Pearce,
Ausbn College. FULL,,RACK-Petr 1400.
Al,hom0 HALFBACK-Larry Steven!,
Texas A and PA, Fete Moore, Alabama,
KICKING SPECALIST. Jerry Don San-
dirs. Texas Tech.
The South defense:
GUARDS-Jack Thomas, Mississippi
Stole, Frank Vettun, Florida State...
TACKLES-00,1,11e 11041M,On. LSIJ, Ced
r C Hardman. North texas State ENDS
AND LiNERACKERS-Pot Tann*, von
derbot; Mike Wideer, VIP. Georo. LI
aro4taliony201:9Moolre Ala,_ 
Norni -COMA{ led D.ntj. 
' 
Teta!'
Tri- SAFETIES. NOW Sellth, dam:W-
WII and Dowd Serrano. Msosahis StieSe.-
MAJOR COLLEGE
FOOTBALL RAMS
NEW YORK (UPI) - ThNutted Press International top20 major college football teamsOf 1969 with first place votesand won-lost-tied records in
pereetheses. (Twelfth and finalweek).
Team
1. Texas (28)(10-0)
2. Penn St. (4) (10-0)
3, Arkansas (9-1)
4. Sou. Cal. (1) (9-0-1)
5. Ohio St. (8-1)
6. Missouri (9-1)
7. Louisiana St (9-1)
8. Michigan (8-2)
9. Notre Dame (8-1-1)
10. UCLA (8-1-1)
11. Tennessee (9-1)
it Nebraska (1) (8-2)
13. Mississippi (7-3)
14. Stanford (7-2-1)
15. Auburn (8-2)
16. Houston (8-2)
17. Florida (84-1)
18. (Tie) Purdue (8-2)
(Tie) x-S.D. *St (10-0) 1
(Tie) West Vir. (9-1) 1
oints
333
279
221
212
203
190
98
97
71
46
33
22
21
16
15
8
2
1
Only 34 of the 35-member
aches board voted this week.
x- Does not include 28-7
asadena Bowl victory over
Boston University.
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-Ord.
rily, the City Council of Tampa,
Fla., couldn't care less at
Cassius Clay does.
The seven council membtrs
generally don't get themselies
worked up that much about any
of the sports personalities and
on the infrequent occasions
they do they are far more
Likely to concern themselves
with such hometown boys as
John Reaves or Lou Piniella
than with someone like Cassius
Clay.
On Tuesday night when
Tampa's City Council got
together at City Hall, the
members suddenly became
tremendously interested i n
what Clay might do.
They had received word that
Tampa's Boxing Commission
had voted to license a
heavyweight title bout between
Clay and Joe Frazier in that
city and furthermore Get%
Claude Kirk had given his
personal blessing to such a
bout.
Meloy Makes Motion
Vince Meloy, one of the
members of Tampa's City
Council, got up on his feet in
City Hall Tuesday night with a
motion.
"I make a motion the city
government of Tampa go on
record officially opposing any
fight involving Cassius Clay in
this city," Meloy said.
The six other council mem-
bers all agreed.
Meloy, a 42-year-old former
sportscaster, undoubtedly is the
most sports oriented member
on Tampa's City Council. He's
a persottal friend I've known a
long time and my feeling is tie
enjoys a good prize fight as
well as the next guy. ,
"That's absolutely correct,"
he said when I asked him about
it.
Specificallr, sleek, why does
he oppose a Clay-Frazier bout
In Tampa?
Should Not Use Weapons
"By law, a professional
fighter's fists are considered
lethal weapons," he said. "If
Clay is a conscientious objector
as he says he is, then he should
not be using lethal weapons.
Particularly against an Ameri-
can. I realize there has been a
great deal of consideration
given to whether he qualifies as
an actual conscientious objector
or not. But he's either one or
the other."
Meloy readily concedes Tani.
pa's City Council has no legal
instrument which could prevent
Clay from Lighting in that city
If he choose to do so.
"Except," he points out, "we
'have let the man know he is not
welcome here and we don't
want the people of Tampa
financing any of his activities."
'Who Else Could
They Name' - Rupp
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI)-- It
came as no surprise to the ol
master, Adolph Rupp, when his
Kentucky Wildcats quickly rose
to the No, 1 spot among college
basketball teams in the sea-
son's first ratings.
"Who else could they name,"
said Rupp, who is beginning his
fifth decade as coach of the
Wildcats.
"It really didn't come as a
surprise to me," Rupp conti-
nued. "I knew we had a good
ball club. We played some
awful good teams in our first
three games."
The winningest coach in
college basketball history said
that with South Carolina getting
beat, Purdue losing and UCLA
narrowly escaping defeat, it
was only natural that Kentucky
take over the top rating.
Before the season Rupp
expressed concern that his club
might be in trouble after All.
Southeastern Conference guard
Mike Casey was lost for the
eason with a broken leg
sustained in an auto accident.
What about the governor?
Is Not Sympathetic
"If he's so anxious to see
Cassius Clay in the ring in
Tampa, then I suggest he get in
there Ned fight with him,"
Meloy says. "We might be
willing to sanction that."
Meanwhile, at the governor's
orice in Tallahassee, Claude
Kirk sail he wanted to get one
thing straight. He was not,
repeat not- and put it in capital
letters if you like- in any way,
shape, or form sympathetic to
the cease of Cassius Clay.
"The only reason I even
considered the possible sanction
of this tight was to give Joe
Frazier, an outstanding Ameri-
can boxer, an opportunity to
get proper recognition as total
world heavyweight champion b
beating Cassius Clay." Kirk
said. "I have every reas,n to
believe this would happen, ant
I certainly would be pulling for
Mr. Frazier to win such
bout."
Basketball Score
By United Press International
Villanova 107 North Dak 57
Virginia 65 VMI 44
Princeton 75 Maryland 67
:onnecticut 81 New Hemp 61
Liberty Bowl Classic
(First Round)
Tulsa 74 Arkansas 66
Memphis St. 83 Miss St 74
---
St Mary's (Tex.) 78 111 St 61
K. Wslyn 92 Alcorn AIN 75
St. Vincent 78 Geneva 66
Notre Dame 111 No 111 92
Detroit U 82 West Mich 71
Ind Cent 75 East 111 74
For dham 74 Seton Hall 67
LaSalle 84 Eastern Ky 82
SMU 77 Gorgia Tech 66
Yale 75 Brown 65
Duke 73 Michigan 68
Gannon 91 Akron 64
Syracuse 89 Cornell 80, 0.t.
Ky. St. 86 Union Coll 67
Clarion 92 Alliance 81
Niagara 83 Buffalo St 80
Boston Coll 70 Canisius 56
West Chester 88 Mllrsvl 7'7
Sou Miss 81 S.F. St. 72
Colgate 78 Lehigh 67
Oregon 93 Portland 78
BENEFIT GAMES
NEW YORK (UP!) -A base
ketball doubleheader for the
benefit of the United Negro
College Fund will be held at
Madison Square Garden Jan, 3,
The first game matches Boys
iggh Scbobl of Brooklyn against
Power Memorial Academy on
Manhattan, Lew Alcindor's
ma mater.
North Carolina A&T plays
oln- University of Oxford,
,o in the feature game,
Cougars Lose
By United Press international
Racers Open OVC Schedule
With Governors Here Tonite
Murray State's Racers will
conclude a busy week by open-
ing defenee of their Ohio Valley
Conference championshp again-
st Austin Peay tonight and by
playing Abilene Christian Sat
urday.
Bath games will be at Mur
ray.
The Racers will go to Brad-
ley Monday for their third road
game of the son. In their
irst road trip last weekend,
Racers lost to Cayisius 84-
75 but beat Sean Hall 90-81, to
run their record to 3-1. Prev-
ious wins were over Tennessee
Weelerkh and California River-
side.
Austin Peay is aLso 3-1 for
the year with wins over Bel-
mont, Bethel, and Lamubth and
a loss to Chattanooga.
The high scoring Governors
have already broken their scho-
ol scoring record twice this sea-
son, first by scaring 118 points
against Bethel and again by
scoring 124 against Larnbuth.
The Goys have been paced
by ail-OVC forward Howard
Wright and sophomore guard
Toni Sentel thus far.
Wright has continued the fast
scoring pace that has made him
one of the league's scoring lead-
ers the last years. Santee is one
of the league's best sopho-
mores, according to Racer Co--
ach Cal Luther.
Hector Riondet is the lead-
ing Racer scorer with an aver-
Doug Moe may be suing the
National Basketball Association
for $2.5 million but he wasn't
worth two cents to the Carolina
Cougars of the American
Basketball Association WedneTs-
day night.
Moe, averaging 24 points a
game for the Cougars, saw only
limited service because of a
muscle pull and was held
scoreless as the Cougars lost to
the New Orleans Buns,
Moe's suit against the older
League claims the NBA has
outlawed him since he admitted
accepting $75 while at the
University of North Carolina
from persons believed associat-
ed with game fixing.
James Jones scored 26 points
to pace the Western Division-
leading Bucs to their 16th
victory in the last 18 games.
In the only other ABA games,
Indiana, leading the East, beat
Pittsburgh, 97-91, and Dallas
downed New York, 122-115.
Three-point baskets by Fred-
die Lewis and Roger Brown at
the end of the third quarter
enabled Indiana to pull away
from a 68-68 tie with the Pipers
and the Pacers never retire
quishecl their lead. Brown led
the Pacers with 25 points while
Mel Daniels added 24 and Lewis
chipped in with 21. John
Brisker led the Pipers' attack
with 23,
A 13-point spurt by Dallas in
the second quarter helped the
Chaps to beat the Nets. Cincy
Powell, who tallied four points
during the Chaps' streak, led
all scorers with 31 while Bill
Melchionni was tops for the
Nets with 27.
HEADS BOXLNG TEAM
ALBANY, N.Y. (UP I)- Ben
Becker, an Albany high school
principal, was named Wednes-
day to head the American
boxing teams that will compete
against a Soviet team in Russia
on Feb. 5 at the 11 Olympic
weights.
11
Hector Blondett
age of 17.8, Jim Young has av-
eraged 17.5,- amide Virden to.s,
Ron Johnson 11.8. and Don Fun-
neaten 7.5. Reserves Gary Stev-
erson and Bill Mancini have
averaged 5.5 and 5.0, respect-
ively.
As a team, the Racers have
averaged 83.5 points and 53 re-
bounds and hit .455 percent of
their field goal attempts and
.679 percent of their fre(
throws.
Luther said that although he
felt the Racers should have won
both games on the road trip,
he had to be satisfied with a
split with such tough oppon-
ents. "We wan at Seton Hall
by doing what we couldn't do.
at, Canisius - hitting free
throws," Luther said.
Murray cashed in only 15 of
32 free throws at Canisius but
hit- 32 of 40 at Seism Hall and
18 of 18 in the second half.
Luther said he was greatly
pleased with the poise and play
of the Racers at Seton Hall as
they came from nine poants
behind for the win. He added
that both games were hard
fought, aggressive, and really
tough on the boards.
Both the Austin Peay and
Abilene Christian games will
begin at 7:30. The Racer fresh-
men will play the Austin Peay
fresh in a preliminary game to--
night and the Kitchenaid &ere
ings A. A. U. team Saturday.
The prelims will begin at 5:30.
Yarbrough Named
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Lee
Roy Yarbrough, the 31-year-old
Columbia, S.C., NASCAR veter-
an who earned a record $218,257
in prize money in 1969, has
been named Martini & Rossi
American Driver of the Year.
Yarbrough was presented the
Golden Eagles Trophy and a
$7,500 check at a luncheon here
Monday.
His selection was made by a
panel of automobile writers.
Previous winners of the award
were Mark Donohue of Media,
Pa,, last year and Mario
Andretti of Nazareth, Pa., in
1967.
MOUNT INJURED
LAFAYETTE, Ind. (U131)- A
knee injury suffered by Rick
Mount in Tuesday night's game
with Butler will keep the
Purdue scoring star out of the
lineup for at least two weeks.
APSU Coach
Has Respect
For Racers
"The game will be a great
challenge. How we do will de-
pend on the way our players
respond to that challenge."
Thus spoke George- Fisher,
head basketball coach at Au-
stin Peay State University on
the eve of taking his Governors
to Murray State Thursday for
freshman and varsity games.
"Murray returns all five of
the.ix starters from the 1968-69
squad that Captured the Ohio
Valley Conference title and
played in the NCAA tourna-
ment.
"They are particularly tough
at home," Fisher continued,
"and will be as tough a road
game as we will play all sea-
That Murray is tough at home
can easily be attested to by the
Goys' record on the Racers'
home court. In 10 games on the
Murray floor, the Goys have
never won. They have pleyed
some dose games, 92-9111986-
• Suit 59455 r1115tP54),"11111"be-
ver left with a victory.
APSU will take a 3-1 record
into the OVC fracas With the
Racers, including Monday night's
124-67 rout of Lambuth in Me.
morial Gymnasium.
In that game, no less than
12 Governor performers tallied
points and six of them were in
double figures. Center Terry
Young paced the scoring with
20 points.
Leading the' squad against
Murray will be one of the finest
guard combinations in the leag-
ue this year.
All-American candidate How-
ard Wright and sophomore Tom
Sante! are one-two in scoring
for APSU and have given the
Govs their best guard combo in
many years.
wi ht, a All-OVC
perfcrmer, is busting the ncs
at a 30.5 per game average
while Santel is hitting at a 15.8
average.
Other probable starters for
APSU and their scoring averag
es include Larry Noble (12.8)
Joe Waller (12.3) and Young
(9.5). Early substitutes for Alb
SU will be guard Joe Murray
6.(3) and forward John Foster
(9.3).
As a team, the Governors are
averaging a whopping 104
points a game whi.le giving up
85.3 points per outing. In the
rebounding department, Young
is the leader with a 9.0 aver-
age.
WHERE CABLE IS AVAILABLE
FOR NEW CUSTOMERS' ONIY
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developing teacher insights
into behavior patterns to a
new, workable theory of
instruction.
Yes, Virginia,
There Is A Santa
The members of the Sociology
Club of Murray State University
would like to extend their apprec-
iation to the following businesses
or persons for their contributions
to the annual Christmas Party for
underprivileged children of Mur-
ray:
Big K
Ryan Milk Co.
Outland Bakery
Murray Optimist Club
Morganfield Hardware
Konipe's Drugstore
John Sheppard
and especially for Santa.,
dropping by!
11111Deolt-A61,
Brother leaves young
wife for grandmother
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: It's easy to understand why a married
man of 42 would leave his wife for a younger woman, but
how about a mat that age who would leave a beautiful
36-year-old wife for an old, wrinkled grandmother of 50?
That is exactly what my brother Gordy did. He must be
out of his mind. Don't tell me he is looking for "mother
love." Our mother is still living and if ever a man got his
share of mother love, Brother Gorc& did. He was the "baby"
of the family, and the only boy—after five girls.
So please tell me what an intelligent, good-looking,
professional man can see in a divorced 50-year-old retread?
It's not money. She doesn't have any, and he has plenty.
Thank you. DISGUSTED SISTER
DEAR DISGUSTED: There is something obviously more
powerful in Brother Gordy's book than youth and beauty. One
of the biggest mysteries in the world is what two people see
In one another. but I suspect your brother's reasons are
younger than springtime and older than the hills.
DEAR ABBY: I am writing this on behalf of my fellow
workers. There is an older woman in our office who has the
habit of humming one low-pitched, monotonous note
constantly from 8:30 a. m. until 4:30 p.m.
We who work with her have approached her kindly,
asking her to please stop. All she says is, "I can't promise
anything."
I have a sign on my desk reading, "Marion, will you
PLEASE stop humming"—just in case she glances over.
Several of us have imitated her to remind her that she is
humming, but that hasn't helped. We have spoken to her
supervisor, but to no avail.
For seven months I've endured this constant maddening
distraction, and now I even hear it when it's not there.
Please, PLEASE, help us. GOING CRAZY IN HARTFORD
DEAR GOING: Poor Marion has probably developed the
hamming habit over the years and now she hums
unconsciously. But habits are "learned" and can be
"unlearned." So UNITE! Tell her gently but emphatically
that her humming is driving you bananas. And tell the boss
that he'd better install background music to drown out the
humming bird, or you'll all go south.
DEAR ABBY: I have been pounding it into the heads of
my two sons, ages 4 and 6, that they are NEVER to accept
any kind of gift from a stranger.
My problem is that many times when we are on a bus, or
shopping in some public place, some well-meaning person
;Will admire my children and offer them candy, gum, and
-'es•en money? •
I just hate to hurt their feelings, but Abby, it makes it so
hard for mothers to train children NOT to accept anything
from strangers when strangers keep offering them goodies
and money.
Can you please say something to help our cause?
ONLY ONE MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: I'll try: Perhaps it hasn't occurred to
all you generous, well-meaning people who "love children"
and can't resist offering them goodies or money, that this is
the technique used by child molesters who hope to gain a
child's confidence in order to get him to "go for a ride," or
"not to tell" alter improper advances have been made.
Parents should continue to train their children to refuse
ALL gifts from strangers, and should a well-intended
stranger attempt to countermand the parents' order, be
should be set straight in no uncertain terms.
What's your problem' Valli feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 6/700, Los Aageks, Cal.
MSS. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $I to Abby, Box MN, Los Angeles, CaL 1550.
Educators use videotape
recorders in a multitude of
classroom situations — from
•
Mitchell Home Is
Scene Of Phebian
Class Dinner Meet
The beautiful home of Mrs.
Phillip D. Mitchell on Crest-
wood Place was the scene of
the Christmas dinner meeting
held by the Phebian Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist
Church on Tuesday, December
9, at six thirty o'clock in the
,evening.
Mrs. Thomas Hogencamp gave
an inspiring devotion on the
life of Mary, mother of Jesus.
She closed with prayer.
The president, Mrs. Ben Tre-
vathan, presided and presented
the class teacher, Mrs. Archie
Simmons, with a gift.
Mrs. Howell Thurman, Mrs.
James Rogers, and Mrs. Wiliam
C. Adams, class ministries com-
mittee, reported on projects for
the class.
The dinner was served buffet
style from the beautifully ap-
pointed dining room table over-
laid with a blue felt cloth un-
der blue net with blue Christ-
mas balls attached around the
edge. The center arrangement
carried out the same color
scheme along with the white
flocked Christmas tree in the
living room.
Guests were seated at card
tables in the den, living room,
and breakfast room which were
centered with holiday decorat-
ed candles.
Group I, Mrs. Joe Pat Lamb,
captain, and Mrs. Joe N. Co.
boon, co-captain, and members,
Mesdames Irby Hendon, Dewey
Lampkins, Jr., Phillip Mitchell,
James Rogers, Ralph Tesseneer,
James H. Washer, J. B. Bur-
keen, Thomas Hogancamp, and
Eugene Russell, was in charge
of the arrangements.
Others present were Miss
Pauline Waggener, Mesdames
W. C. Adams, Vernon Cohoon,
Wayne Flora, Lloyd P. Jacks,
Art Lee, Evelyn Lockhart,
Grayson McClure, Castle Park,
er, R. G. Outland, Arlie Scott,
Archie C. Simmons, Joe R.
Sims, Sam Spiceland, Howell'
Thurman, Ben Trevathan, M.
C. Garrott, James E. Hamilton,
and Marvin Harris.
• • •
Beta Sigma Phi
Entertains With
Party At Hospital
The Gamma Gamma chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi entertained
the women of Ward C at West-
ern State Hospital in Hopkins-
villa last. Saturday afternoon
with a Christmas party.
A tea table held party sand-
wiches, Christmas cookies, fruit
and punch, and the patients
were presented with gifts. Al-
so, the ward was given a large
coupon book to be distributed
to patients as needed.
After refreshments were
served and gifts opened, the
patients and sorority members
gathered around the piano for
the singing of carols. The after-
noon proved to be a warm and
wonderful experience for all.
Members of Beta Sigma Phi
who made the trip Saturday
were Marie Adams, Martha Ails,
Lou Harvey, Suzanne McDougal,
Marilyn Mikulcik, Pat Hopkins,
Jer-i Parkin, Anita Thomas,
Judy Wall, Patricia Wiggins,
and Barbara Wildey.
Those members furnishing,
refreshments included Darlene
Ford, Audrey Perry, Nancy
Brown, Martha Gardner, Pat
Goodridge, Judy Hina, Anna
Requarth, Carol Suns and Syl-
via Thomas.
* * *
Twenty students at
Antioch College want the
school to provide moustache
cups in the cafeteria. Seems
the hairy growths on the
upper lip get soggy and
gummed up at eating time.
Now he's a boot man.
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Acme...
Bootmakers
for children.
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FAMILY SHOE STORE
r Open Friday 'Nights •
Mrs. J. B: Burkeen
  ••••• .00.1
Phone 753-1917 or 753-41147
 A
%As ifilA Whale*
From 3 to 5 years — Curios-
ity and a high degree of ma
ciliation stimulate the actir-
ties of the preschooler. He is
deeply interested in learning
how to write and tell time and
is probably very excited about
starting to school soon. Con
tact with other children is verb
important to him; he enjoys
games and play units that car
be shared: child housekeeping
sppliances, parents' discarded
clothes, small building sets, two
wheel bicycle with training
wheels, play school equipment
with a blackboard, chalk and
simple books. — Mrs. Barletta
Wrather, Murray, Ky. 42071
Teleuhone 753-1452.
• • •
When buying your Christmas
tree; look for freshness (the
needles should not fall off
when you rap the base on the
ground), for shape (the tree
should be symmetrical on at
least three sides), and for den
sty (you don't want-large, open
spaces between the branches)
— Maxine Griffin, Federal
Bldg., Clinton, Ky. Telephone
653-2231.
• • •
Does your circular table skirt
droop and slide? A piece 4
felt used under it will provide
body and help stabalize the slid-
ing skirt. — Mildred W. Potts,
La Center, Ky. 42056. Phone
665-5671.
• • •
HOUSEPLANTS — When a
tnoldlike growth appears or the
topsoil of houseplants, the soil
is not getting sufficient air.
Too much water compacts the
soil and encourages the moldy
surface growth. Repot plants
with fresh soil and cultivate the
soil surface occasionally with
the tines of an old (irk. —
Juanita Amonett, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Telephone 442-2718.
• • •
You are a very spe'ial per-
son. In all the wide world there
is only you. What have you
done with and for ycurself to
make you a charming person
Calloway Student
Council Has Meet
The second meeting of the
Calloway County High Schoil
Student Council was held on
Tuesday, December 9, with the
president, Mark James, presid-
ing.
Plans were made for t h e
working of the concession stand
by the Council for the Christ-
mas Tournament to be held
December 19 and 20.
A committee with Elizabeth
Nance as chairman, was ap-
pointed to select the citizens of
the month.
The minutes were read and
a financial statement was given.
Do you look your best? Do you
manage your clothing dollar to
buy suitable attractive clothing
to make the most of yourself
and the dollar? Do you manage
your time to have time for your
personal grooming? The most
important product you have to
sell is yourself so make it an
attractive package to behold
— Catherine C. Thompson.
Hickman, Ky. 42050. Telephone
236-2351.
• • •
After frosting a cake are you
bothered by a messy serving
plate? Try placing four strips
of paper slightly under your
cake to protect edges of the
plate. Frost and then gently re-
move the paper strips. You'll
be proud of the quick clean-ua
of the excess frosting. — Pat
Everett, Courthouse, Benton
Ky. 42025. Telephone 527-6601
• • •
Christmas Meeting
Of PRO Sisterhood
Is Held Saturday
Members of Chapter M of the
E.O. Sisterhood met for the
thnual Christmas luncheon in
.he lovely home of Mrs. H. B.
Links, Paducah, Saturday, De-
ember 6.
Assisting hostesses were Mrs
bert Swisher, Mrs. Robert
Wimmer and Mrs. D. R. Parks,
Paducah members. Before the
huge fireplace with burning
logs, gifts were exchanged with
a background of stereo Christ-
mas music.
Mrs. H. C. Becker, Lexington,
State Organizer for the Sister-
hood, was a special guest of
Chapter M. She met with local
officers in a morning session,
and spoke on "Growth in
P.E.0." at the conclusion of the
regular afternoon meeting. Mrs.
George Hart, president, presid-
ed. .
Annual monetary gifts were
voted for the Kentucky Cottey
College Scholarship Fund and
for International Peace Scho-
larships. Mrs. Wimmer, Chap-
lain, read the 40th chapter of
Isaiah for the devotion, con-
cluding wi:h prayer.
Members from Murray were:
Mesdames Harry Sparks, Ralph
Woods, Henry McKenzie,
George Hart, Ralph Tesseneer,
Hugh L. Oakley, Olga Freeman,
Maurice Christopher, James
Benedict, and L. J. Hortin.
Other than the hostesses the
following P.E 0. member!' from
Paducah attended: Mesdames.
William E. Kemp, John E. Hum-
phreys and Peggy Brown. Mrs.
lohn Polk, Chapter F, Lexing-
ton, formerly of Paducah, was
i guest.
The next meeting of Chapter
ji scheduled for January 3",,
In the home oilIrs. Paul Sturm,"`' Pa"'
Meadow Lane, Murray, with - 
, Thursday, Deleombor 11
The Cumberland Presbyteri
Women of North Pleasant Grove
Church will have a Christmas
luncheon and party at the Roll
day Inn at 12 noon. Sunshine
friends will be revealed, new
names drawn, and gifts exchang
ed.
• • •
The Westside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Gracie Erwin at 10:30 a.m.
A potluck luncheon will be
served.
• • •
Grove 128 of the Woodmen
of the World will have a
Christmas dinner at the Wo-
man's Club House at 8:30 p.m.
• • •
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at seven
p.m.
• • •
The Welcome Wagon New-
comers Club will meet at the
Community Center at 7:30 p.m
• • •
The South Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the Holi-
day Inn for a Christmas lun-
cheon at 11 a.m.
• • •
Mrs. Larrie Clark assisting hos-
tess.
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT ACCOUNTS: 
Allen Rose Named
First Bursar
Mr. Allen Rose, a native of
Murray, has been engaged by the
university as the first Murray
State bursar.
As director of student
accounts, Mr. Rose will be in
charge of collecting students'
tuitions and room and board
fees and of keeping up with
accounts of -departmentally
operated student organizations.
According to Mr. Rex
Thompson. internal auditor, the
need for a bursar arose because
of the reorganization and
increased duties of the business
office following the death last
summer of Mr e. w Ordway,
MS17 business manager.
• Mr. Rose, father of three
bi and -a girl, attended Ms(—
and has 24 years experience in
banking and savins and loan. He
is a member of the American
Legion and Kiwanis Club.
Upon the recommendation
of DT. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
vice-president for Administrative
Affairs, Mr. Rose was employed
Nov. 17.
The. duties of Mr.
Rose--those of supervising the
university's cashiering
funcitons--are not new, but the
title of bursar is.
• 
PERSONALS
Mrs. Wilma Stigner of Mins
my has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
paeuoah.
Friday, December 12
The Hazel Elementary School
will have its annual Christmas
program at the school at seven
p.m. All grades will participate
in the program.
• • •
Saturday, December 13
A bake sale will be held in
front of Belk's starting at nine
a.m., sponsored by the Murray-
Calloway County Jayeettes.
• • •
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees and Jaycettes will have
a dinner at the Triangle Inn at
8:30 p.m. with a social to fol-
low at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Tubbs.
• • •
The Murray State University
Art Department will have its
Christmas sale in the Univer-
sity *hoar auditorium from
nine a.m. to five p.m.
• • •
Sunday, December 14
The Murray State University
Art Department will have Its
Christmas sale in the Univer-
sity School auditorium from 12
noon to five p.m.
• • •
Monday, December 15
The women of St. John's Epis-
copal Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Charlie Moore,
1858 Ryan Avenue, at 7:30 p.m
• • •
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will meet at the home
of Mrs. Joe Doran, 711 Main
Street, at seven p.m.
• • •
The Penny Homemakers Clut
will meet at the Holiday Inn
at ten a.m. with Mrs. Paul But.
terworth as hostess.
• • •
The Rho chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa will have a dinner
meeting at the Holiday Inn at
six p.m.
• • •
Beta Sigma Phi sorority will
meet at the home of Suzanne
McDougal.
• • •
The Women's Republican
Club will meet at the Commun-
Bridal Luncheon Is
Held At Thurmond
Home On Saturday
Miss Kay Pinkley, whose mar-
riage to Gary Roedemeier will
be an event of December 20,
was the honoree at a delight-
fully planned luncheon held
Saturday, December 8, at two-
thirty o'clock in the afternoon
the home of Mrs. James
hurmond, 503 Broad Street.
Mrs. Ronnie Watson, Mrs. Ce-
Fitts, Miss Louise Lamb,
d Miss Madelyn Lamb were
hostesses with Mrs. Thur.
end for the prenuptial occas-
on.
Miss Pinkley chose to wear
from her trousseau an orange
knit dress accented with a
white ruffled blouse.
Centering the honoree's tab'e
overlaid with a white embroid-
ered linen cloth was a minia-
ture bride doll and a white cut
velvet muff at the bride-elect's
place. Place cards were edged
In silver.
Mrs. L K. Pinkley, mother cf
the bride-elect, wore a navy
double knit dress with match-
ing accessories and she was pre-
sented with a long stem red
Miss Pinkley was presented
with a lovely Spanish style
swinging lamp as a wedding
gift from the hostesses.
Theme present were Mrs.
Wells Purdom, Mrs. Howard
Titeworth, Mrs. Philip Mitchell,
Mrs. Maurice Humphrey, Mrs.
Richard Farrell, Mrs. Stark Er-
win, Miss Jane Belote, Miss
Jeanne Diuguid, Miss Debbie
Edmonds, the honoree, her mo-
ther, and the hostesses.
• • •
Christmas Dinner
Held By Dorcas
Class On Tuesday
The tiorcas Sunday School
Class of the First BaptiO
Church held a Christmas dinner
meeting at the Murray Wom-
an's Club House on Tuesday,
December 9, at six-thirty o'clock
in the afternoon.
Mrs. James Brown gave the
devotion reading from the
second chapter of Matthew.
Each member brought a
white elephant gift to be ex
changed. Mrs. Luther Nance,
president, presided and a gift
was presented to the class tea-
cher, Mrs. Luther Dunn.
Group singing was held with
Mrs. Allen Rose as the leader
and Mrs. Madelle Talent at the
Piano.
Red streamers were placed
down the center of the tables
which were decorated with
poinsettias. An antique basket
of artificial holly and poinaett
iss was placed at the head
table. The plants were later
taken to patients at the hos-
pital.
Group I, Mrs. Purddvm Out-
land, captain, and Mrs. Allen
Rose, co-captain, was in charge
of the arrangements.
Members present were Miss
Frances Brown, Mesdames Max
Beale, James Brown, Codie
Caldwell, Oliver Cherry, T. C
Collie, W. C. Elkins, Graham
Feltner, Glen Hodges, G. B.
.Iones, Louis Kerlick, Toy Limn-
ing, Allen McCoy, L. B. McDan-
iel, L. D. Miller, Calvin Morrii,
Luther Nance, H. L. Oakley,
Purdom Outland. V. W. Parker,
Austin Robards, Hollis Roberts,
Allen Rose, Sadie Shoemaker,
Odelle Vance, James Ward,
Madelle Talent, Murray Turner,
Earl Warlord, Henry Warren,
and Louis Slusmeyer.
Guests were Mrs. ehriatine
Sherman, Mrs. Joe Rezroat, and
Mrs. Virginia Higginson.
• • •
_
Uncle Sam, through the
Office of Education, has Ai
earmarked $5 million in
grants for dropout prevention
propams.
DAR Chapter Has
Regular Meeting
The Captain Wendell Oury
chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held its
last moothly meeting with a
luncheon at the Triangle Inn.
Mrs. John Nance presented
the program on "National De-
fense" for Mrs. Leon Grogan
who was unable to attend.
The regent, Mrs. Leon Jones,
presided and the DAR ritual
and allegiance to the flag were
given. Mrs. Ralph Slow read
the minutes and Mrs. Nance
gave the treasurer's report.
Names of the organisations who
were given contribution' were
mad by Mrs. Nance.
Mrs. Jones Mad the Presi-
dent-General's message.
• • •
lan-shaped classrooms at
the Dobyris- Bennett High
School in Kingsport, Tenn.,
focus student attention more
readily on the teacher.
Student unrest now is as
prevalent in big city high
schools as it is in colleges and
universities, according to a
study by the Urban Research
Center of Chicago.
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Discount Shoe Store
Pre-Christmas Sale
Closing Out on Some Stock!
2.00 - 3.00 - 4.00 -
SILVER SLIPPERS FOR THE HOLIDAYS
NOW $8.95
ALL-LEATHER BOOT
In Brown and Tan
NOW $11.95
ZIP-UP VINYL BOOT - - • •
Discount Shoe Store_ 41.11.4-641 South
HOME
SWEET HOME
AGAIN
a.. 
------------
The
hostess can help you
over the anxiety of get-
ting acquainted-in -new-
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again'
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood busi-
ness and civic leaders.
Call Linda Adams
Phone 753-2375
WI, I
The Most
Famous Basket
In the World*
Long
Life
WHIPPING
CREAM
Keeps six to eight
weeks on the shelf.
Keeps better if refrigerated.
This enables you to get
whipping cream weeks a-
head for the time when
may need it.
•
you
Foil Lined Carton
The colder you whip it. the
oetter results you get Chjl
the bowl and the whippi
cream, but do not freeze.
•4
•1
BUY AND STORE WEEKS si4
IN ADVANCE
Ryan Milk ;dm
Company
Grade "A" Division
li
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WITH HELEN STACY
REDISCOVER KENTUCKY'S BLESSINGS AND GIFTSis
In 1968 I wrote my views of poverty in an article published
er 
.by the Tri-State Magazine of the Huntington Herald-Advertiser.
'Since this is the season of giving and receiving gifts as well as
giving thanks, I am using "Poverty . Through A Golden Window"or
as a theme for REDISCOVER KENTIICKY.s'.
Most of us could use an occasional reminder of our blessings,
our gifts- our Eastern Kentucky heritage. There are many ways
to look at poverty. The eye of the beholder is important; but even
more important is the heart of the beholder.
What POOR is to some people is plenty to others... and there
are degrees of poor. But how could a man be called lacking in
the good things of life if he has a piece of land, a family, love of
and for his neighbor and all the space and right in the world in
which to enjoy his blessings?
There are thousands of people within the boundaries of Appalachia
who look on this land as their Mount of Olives, their 
Eden, 
and,
perhaps, their Gethsemane. Here are the hills of home, and there
are those who would prefer to die than leave.
Those who do move away keep a long, trailing root back to
Appalachia and on week-ends and holidays their untransplanted
hearts lead them over the highways and sideroads home.
Home is atop an Appalachian mountain, at a foothill, on a hillside
or within a valley. Home is nice, medium nice, or sometimes not
nice at all. _ .
But even in homes not nice at all, the mountain man can sit
down to a table of good food. The food may not be served in ele-
gance on fine china with silver arranged just so, but it will be
eaten and it will sustain him as it sustained his father and grand-
father.
He can work on the roof of his house or on his car; he can go
to town visit a neighbor, go to church or not go to church, attend
a meeting of some kind or not attend a meeting.
He can stand in his doorway, or he can sit on his porch and
look out over the hills. see the green, the trees, the light
blue and the dark blue sky, the moon, the stars.
Usually without locking his door he can go to bed and to sleep
knowing his family will be safe and next morning feel rested,
refreshed, ready to start again.
He can leave the house after a substantial breakfast (it might
be cornbread and gravy and coffee
' 
but it will be filling),
drive away in a truck or car (it might be a wreck or a rattletrap
or a wired and welded piece of modern sculpture that starts
most of the time).
He can be content . . and then again he might, somewherE
along the way, have wished for a better job, a good job, or a job.
He might wish that he had completed high school and long for
something better for his children.
But poor...
What is poor?
• Poor is a room in the city by a family whose view from a window
is another window whose mountain is red brick. Poorer yet, is
listening to the mills of humans feeling the grit of a million steps,
hearing sounds mingled discordantly into a raw, broken-beat sym-
phony, and never knowing the simple pluck of a banjo or guitar
or a bow pulled across strings can be the entire sound of music
Poor is op art in oil, and grime textured with crumbs of bricl,
and concrete and bits of glass that cast the world out of focus
In rush , hurry, push, punch, pills, screech, lights, walk, stop, go,
dim raw lights, turn left, right exit for up, lock your door, slip
" 
l your atch. watch  step.
Wet lack of human sympathy for the man dying-on the street,
for the man in the gutter, for the wayfaring stranger.
Poor is the closed mind, the closed door, the closed heart. Poor
not knowing who your neighbor Is... poorer is not caring who he is.
Poor indeed is the child in a crowded classroom, the youth miles
from a college or university, the child or man without books. Poor
is he who has no desire for books. Poor is thinking the world is
Mother, and milk from her breast is for the taking.
Rich?
Rich the child in a world of changeable wonder, with trees and
hills to climb and conquer. . the child with a grandparent in his
family, an old one to tell the ancient tales , the yarns, the stories
of another day from which to acquire a relationship with life -
an awareness of death.
Rich the child who knows the scratch of thorn and brier, the downy
feel of a baby chicken or a rabbit, and who, with his dog at his heels,
daily discovers God in this world.
Rich the man who is compassionate toward his fellowman...
feeds the stranger... weeps with those who weep... is joyful with
those who laugh, who works alongside his neighbor to build his
house, raise his barn, lay by his neighbor's crops.
Rich is he who knows a peac,eful land.. . a peaceable people a
peace of mind.
Rich is he of Appalachia. Surrounded by his wealth, surrounded
by his lack, he at least can view poverty through a golden window.
SENIOR BOWL GAME
MOBILE, Ala, (UPI).- Don
Shula of the Baltimore Colts
and Lou Saban of the Denver
Broncos were named coaches of
the South and North squads,
respectively, for the 1970 Senior
Bowl Game. The game will be
played in Mobile on Jan. 10.
Auto -Thieves Busy
NEW YORK—Auto thic‘.
in 1968 were busiest lit
With I 1-9,41I thel ts. -21nd
New York with 110.557. reports
the Insurance luturmatioti lu-
st ituti•
MARK EVERY GRAVE
Since 111a6
Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Forfar White - Manager
111 Maple St. 753-Z512
RUBBER STAMPS
•••••••-
THE LEDGER & TIMES T.- MURRAY. KENTUCKY
AUTOMATIC DEVELOPMENT-TIMER t
you when your picture is ready . col0
60 seconds, black and white in seconds.
4-SHOT FLASHCUBE with built-in flash n
ELECTRIC EYE and ELECTRONIC SHU
for -just-right" exposure
POLAROID
COLORPACK IV
Automatic Land Camera
53995 value! <
Hurry! This ffer Must End Soon
Color console
with fiddle-free
fine tuning!
CHECK THESE
FE:4TURES
,Automitic Fine Tuning
"All Wood-Coitole
'8-,000 Volt aasii
ilbe Largest Color Tube
Made 295 Sq. In.
"Automatic Chroma
Control
EASY TERMS h
THIJRSDAY — DECEMBER 11. 1969
Goa() co Goalcb
110001,0011,00swirareir
watch Christmas
light up their eyes!
RCA...it's the Color Lou want!
Value-priced
console color
in compact size
Here is the luxury
of RCA conscile
Color TV at an
easy-to-buy price
Powerful chassis
d.)ivi.rs vivid cnior.
Ti.. CAULFIELD
MOM GAS-52I
20. esse, 277.. .4
Make it an
RCA Christmas,
Give
T11P Gift That
(mps on Civinif
S25.00 RECORD
VALUE
anfil
Color TV
FREE!
CAMERA
1111.11111.11111•11111111111Pmuteempser
RCA Stereo with
Computer Crafted Tuner
000 WATTS 6 SPEAKERS
STCR ES IN
MAYFIELD
MURRAY
[nag]
Color TV
FREE
POLAROID
COLOR CAMERA _)
Tne MODENA
GL 664
33" . pictu,r
RCA...
Americas
First Choice
in Color TV
Color console
with fiddle-free
tine tuning! ,
Advanced
Automatic
Locked-in" Firm
Tuning tA FT.)
pinpoints the
correct signal
electronically -
TOT NANCOCA
Moe. GM $95
73* ewe .295 se es psetose
ssem woo
Computer Crafted
Stereo Module
System—from RCA
reg. list was
camera value
total value
$61995
$3995
$119"
NOW,
A SPECIAL PRICE
SAVE OVER $180.00
3 ONLY AT THIS PRICE
Solid State
Color TV
with A.F.T.
'one tut. ttectiNcer
Trans Vista TV features
solid state components
for high dependability
Advanced Automatic
Locked -in' Fine Tuning
(A F T ) Concealed
casters Come in and
see it soon
The CHATFIELD
Model GM 667
23' do g , 295 so $n pmftJte
USE OUR CHRISTMAS LAY-A-WAY
when you buy
any RCA stereo
console
Deluxe 5-record
set-60 standards
by 10 of your
favorite RCA
recording artists.
!sN 644•15S5CO3
Computer Crtifted radio,
deluxe changer. 4 speakers,
100 watts
Budget-priced
RWtereo/Radio
.Comb)nation
Four speakers Solid state
stereo amplifier.
FM-AM-FM Stereo
radio has tuned R - F
stage in FM circuit, Stereo
indicator light, AFC
Studiomatic changer,
Feather Action tone arm
diamond stylus
CKSAAN
Model VMT 3
RCA...breathtaking stereo sound!
SEE OUR
COMPLETE
SELECTION
OF
STEREOS
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DOWN CONCORD
WAY
By Estelle Spiceland
December 8, 1969
Even if it Is nearing the seas-
on of peace and good will to
man, I am against trying to
deny or defend the allegations
that American GIs massacred
South Vietnamese civilians dur-
ing a raid last year.
I believe we are hiding ow
heads in the sands when we try
to convince ourselves that Amer-
icans are more humane, more
civilized, or more peaceful than
people of other lands.
We have only to read the news-
papers of America to know that
murder, rape, robbery, rioting,
and every imaginable kind of
violence is rampant right here
in the "Land of the free and the
home of the brave".
And if we continue to condone
these things, and courts waste
years trying to evade meeting
out punishment, I see no hope
for better days ahead.
Jones' contractors of Hazel
came 'early one morning to our
quiet Uttle village o/ Concord
to continue work on the beautir
ha new home of the Nance 
ters to find that all their tools
they had been trustingly leaving
on the site had been hauled away
in the night.
Sometime before Otis Lovins
at Faxon went 
homeano 
had been 
 tit chairs are left
be outdated.
shot gun and binoculars gone.
that America will suffer for for-
getting God. Tune in on him.
from seven to eight p.m. on
Channel 8 prove by past history
Billy Graham Sunday evening
-
The Ten Commandments must
As Christmas nears it is a
sad occasion after so many vac
nd 
Everybody should have heard
t u nt 
to
e teachingnttnanhtey
horn es.
But I dreamed last night that
I was standing in front of a great
crowd of my former schoolchild-
ren leading them in singing "Sil-
ent Night". It was beautiful.
So as Mrs. Myrtle Cayce said
when I visited her Saturday in
her lonely borne, "Our memor-
ies can be our roses in the Dec..
embers of our lives".
LIDO I ft ..4% TIMMS — MURRAY, KINTUCKY THURSDAY - DECEMBER 11. 1909
TUNNEL BUILDER Ole Sing-
stad labove) is dead in New
York at 87. He designed or
had a hand in building the
miles of underwater tunnels
connecting Long Island,
Manhattan and New Jersey,
the tunnel between Michigan
and Canada, vehicular tun-
nels elsewhere in the U.S.
and several in Europe.
Naples has
a problem
in caveins
NAPLES, Italy (UPI)-People
walk along the streets of Naples
and suddenly disappear, swallow-
ed up by the earth.
In some cases, entire apart-
ment buildings have vanished.
And now authorities have had to
close the Naples Airport, fearful
that the ground might swallow
up an airliner coming in for a
landing.
The prolslem of cave-ins has
existed ,in Naples for years. It
happens every fall, when the
heavy rains set in.
It used to take several days
of hard rain to produce a cave-in.
Nowit can happen after an after-
noon shower, and Neapolitans
are becoming-alarmed.
The basic problem is that
Naples, a 2,400-year-old cit-y
founded by Greek settlers, is
built on loose, sandy soil over
literally hundreds of caves.
There are so many connecting
caves that it is possible to cross
wide sections of the city under-
ground. Some people say the
oolice have never been able to
Industry threatens
English countryside
By MARIS ROSS
LONDON (UPI)-Prince
Charles, heir to the throne, is
campaigning to prevent Britain's
!peen and pleasant land from
looking like the moon.
This cramped island nation
only has one acre per head of
population. Industry has so far
turned an estimated 250,000 of
those acres into a lunar-like
wasteland of slag heaps, craters,
mining tips, quarries and other
dereliction.
In one of his first fighting
speeches of the type his father
makes, the 20-year-old Prince
told the public to wake up to the
fact before the countryside
disappears.
"My object is to be alarmist
and to say that there is a very
small line between extinction
and survival," he said. "The
country is eaten up at the rate of
I2,000-acres a year. In South
Wales nearly an acre disappears
under mine wastage every three
days. I could go on until I am
blue in the face.
The same warning comes from
author John Barr, 4.3, in a newly
published book (by Penguin)
called "Derelict Britain." He
accuses the government, local
authorities, industry and the
public of deplorable apathy in
doing very little reclamation of
the man-made holes and mounds
strewn across thr land. They
could be turned back into
countryside or building space.
One of those mounds of coal
sludge slid down a Welsh moun-
tainside at Aberfan in 1966 and
buried 28 adults and 116 child-
ren. Agreement to remove the
remaining tips above ,kberfan has
taken until this summer to reach
because of argument over who
should pay.
Cold comfort
Barr, an American from
Chicago now resident in Britain,
said this country can find cold
comfort in the knowledge that
the United States has industrial
dereliction on a far grander scale.
"In the Appalachians alone,
and solely as a result of coal min
Mg, more than 800,000 acres of
land have been torn apart, and
link a third of it 140 far
reclaimed." he said.
"Landscapes are gouged. hills
'Yipped. whole ranges of man-
made warlte mountains spilled on
No first novel blues
for Leonard Gardner
By PEGGY POLK
NEW YORK (UPI)-Leonard
Gardner, who was convinced he
would still be a literary bum at
75, is a reluctant literary lion at
half that age.
"I always thought I'd live
a life of obscurity," Gardner
says. "I've had a lot of crumby
jobs in the past 10 years and 1
don't think I earned more than
$200 the whole time. I lived
like a rat on unemployment in-
surance and sat around in
raggedy clothes talking about
writing."
But for four of those years
Gardner was working on a novel.
Unlike most first novels, "Fat
City" when it came out in
August was well publicized by its
publishers. This meant it was
widely reviewed and many of the
reviews were enthusiastic.
Producer Ray Stark bought
the movie rights and is negotia-
ting with Gardner to write the
script for "Fat City." Learning
that Gardner once had theatrical
ambitions he also offered him a
small part in another Sark film,
"The Owl and the Pussycat" with
arbra Streisand.
Rags to riches, or the
American dream rides again.
Taken apart, the cliche yields the
familiar ingredients - talent,
persistence, luck and preN,
agentry.
Gardner's novel is a brief arid
episodic account of a few crucial
months in the lives of two would-
be prize fighters in a section of
Gardner's native Stockton, Calif,
so seamy that civic pride decreed
it be torn down last year.
"Fat City"-Negro slang for
the good life-is an ironic this
No one ever gets there.
Knows his characters
Gardner, who is 35 but look:
22 and despite a broken now
appears not at all pugnacious,
knows a lot about the lives of
his characters. He's been boxing
since his father, an amateur, gave
him his first gloves at the age of
12 and he still likes to work out
at Newman's Gym in San
Francisco.
He has traveled the Stockton
skid row and lived in the Elmore
Street ghetto in San Francisco
and, like the fighters in his book,
he hasItvorked in the fields har-
vesting walnuts and topping
onions.
something I wanted
hat
to write about," he says. "It's
absolutely amazing, the most
torturous work. There are guys
out there in the fields who are
virtual slaves and getting the
same thing that slaves get-room
and board, pretty crtunby room
at that."
Gardner has his doubts about
the way he's spending his time
these days too. He's not overly
fond of the New York publicity
mill with its lunches at Sardi s
ind reocktails at the Algonquin
ind interviews on all the talk
shows in town.
But he , prefers it to what
could have happened.
"I had a friend who published
his first novel and it only got
about three reviews," he said.
"It died such a sudden death that
he told me he didn't even feel
he's been published. He says
he'll have to write another novel
and that will be his first book."
*5*
The sage grouse courtship
commences in the early part of 
February and extends to June.
4
"FAMILY" MEMBERS-Three girls, all members of The Manson Family" of hippies, leave
the Grand Jury hearing in Los Angeles after testifying in the murder of Sharon Tate and
six other persons. From left: Diana Bluestein, Nancy Pitman, Rachel Morse.
the earth without a moment's
conscience prick."
Barr estimated Britain needed
35 million pounds ($84 million)
spent over 10 years and "clean
land" legislation to make good
the damage done.
"In the D.H. Lawrence coun-
try near Nottingham, packed
into one obscene square mile,
are derelict sewage works,
abandoned colliery buildings,
rusting railway tracks, a crum-
bling viaduct and-almost inevit-
able accretions to such areas-
the grotesque mess of itinerant
scrap , merchants," Barr said.
"Amirist the shameful scene are
sprinkled slumhouses still
occupied by those who can
afford nottsing better. It is
a scene repeated countless times
in countless places in the old and
and tired industrial parts of
Britain, marred by the freakish
hardware left behind when man
has moved on."
------
CYO TRACK MEET
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
Robert F. Comstock, director of
the third annual CYO National
Indoor Track Meet, announced
Tuesday that more than 400
athletes from 50 colleges and
clubs are expected to compete
In the Jan. 9 event.
halt a widespread traffic in
contraband cigarettes and other
goods, one of Naples' most
flourishing businesses, because
there are so many underground
hiding places for contraband
merchandise.
Expert* say the cave-in prob-
lem has been aggravated by an
ancient sewer system, incapable
of carrying off water from a
heavy downpour, and by uncon-
trolled building development
that has increased pressure on
the subsoil.
"A flood of houses has incred-
ibly submerged Naples," said an
official study commission set up
to study the problem in 1968.
The hills have been attacked,
green spaces destroyed and the
city disturbed by building specu-
lation, it said.
"This nefarious tampering
with the city loved by Virgil and
exalted by Goethe is a conse-
quence of the profound moral
and cultural depression that
occurred after the last war," it
added.
Pharmacist Alfredo Cerrato
was walking along a Naples street
when the pavement opened up
and swallowed him. His body
was recovered weeks later.
Fourteen years ago, construc-
tion workers were putting the
finishing touches on a new apart-
ment building when it suddenly
dropped into the earth, carrying
nine men to their death. The
engineers had thought they were
building on solid rock. Instead,
they had built on the thin rock
roof of a large cave.
The following year, 10 per-
sons died and 20 were injured
in the collapse of another build-
ing, this one inhabited.
In the last three years, nine
persons have been killed and
injured in 3,911 separate--cave.
ins.
Authorities say the problem
is greatest on the Vomero, the
hill overlooking the Bay of
Naples where some of the most
expensive apartment buildings
have been constructed. "Vomero
is slowly sliding toward the sea:
said one newspaper.
Still, the effort to throw up
apartment buildings on every
available square inch goes on.
In one month last year, building
licenses for 57000 rooms were
issued by the city government.
Experts believe only a halt
in construction and a rebuilding
of the city sewer system can save
the situation. But funds and a
will to do something have been
lacking.
STEVE CANYON
KEEPING THE PEACE
- BUS! NESS -SO
I INVEST IN LI !
Att
P-1029-C
VOW
4)
/
by MILTON CANIFF
.VsIHICH IS ANOTHER
REASON TO GIVE BONDS
FOR CHRISTMAS h
U.S.
SAVINGS
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s.
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As seen on
BEST SELECTIONS!
•
"SUSAN" and
HER STROLLER
7.50
Value 99
• Large drink and wet doll with
colorful stroller.
• Eyes open. and close, curly
rooted hair can be combed
and brushed, nursing bates
'0-103-8 • Dressed in knit leotar4utfit
with matching cap.
n
POPPITY CORN
POPPER
si 0 Value
99
No oil - required. Uses
100\N light bulb. Com-
plete with popcorn and
.cryins bags. so-304-5 ,, ps
cr-,.;,eatikir,441 8%1009%rt,""atr(bik
10-Pc.
Flying-0
RANCH SET
Die cast metal tractor, hitch-on
plow & trailer attachments. Jeep
with horse trailer, 2 horses, cattle
hauler and airplane. 70-sis-4
$7 Value
99
.04 .S
LOWEST PRICES 1.1P;m1
4„f
6.50 Value
10-Pc.
IRONING
SET
34'. -6aar-ds-l'Ad,
cover, electric iron.
apron, clothes pins.
543
Makes iron-
ing play
clothes real
Fun! 70-222-6
TALKING
TELEPHONE
$7
Value 599
Choice of "Disneyland"
or "Mickey Mouse." Dial
different numbers, listen
to talking records. Bat-
tery operated. (battery
not in( hided) "0 26'41
,.-J•gborsino.ccii.-46c*ur. isiewsikTetx"- -aw
Mickey Mouse
GUM BALL BANK
oovt 199
Complete with guml
Dispense; delicious
colored ball gum.'
its
Hasbro
®
$5.98
Value
"Matchbox"
CARS
Set of 
5276
Made in England.
scale. Clip together
or use separately
for display. 70-508-9
Die-cast metal. HO
1
• "SNOOZ
ALARM"
ELECTRIC
CLOCK
3,4%
Has repeat alarm. Wakes
you, then lets you snooze
It) minutes . 52-371-6
V.'afglar.40' s ,Icresegiat'`. 164/0"SleftarWa C6C"3""144442"1"4".15145111) Black s Decker
ELECTRICMontc•Bill Russell" BASKETBALL, ,_____ Ian 
GOAL AND PUMP
97 ;; 47114red--:-11
1 BLANKET
,
Easy to Set up most
anywhere.- Auto-
graphed official size
& weight ball. s'311,2s-1
Gabriel Basketball
Goat 63-325-4 4.66
oroltqAtiCtleilliklAku)eillet1Wigabl 7),
0
Sale Price
84
Lever action, gravity feed
Complete with scope 0,4 2' -
Daisy "Buffalo Bill" smut
Caftan*. s4-iss-2 14.99
aiSy 500 Shot
AIR
RIFLE
with
Scope
DOUBLE BED ,,,,,f0"--•.'""4
SIZE
131#4
Snap fastener corners for con-.
tour fit! Blends of 45% poly-
ester, 35% rayon, /0% cotton.
Choice of colors. ir'25-6.-7,sr
Twin Sim. Single control."i2-724-4..s 12.97
Double Bed, Dual Control. c2.72s-4.-s 16.97
.11111Wi '44111004trAri'tal6/2ftlillaillir
GUARANTEE
2-yoor repJgeo.rnont
guerant•e against
enootriecturAng defects
upon Worn of blonNet
• 
COM
1 I H.P. 4400 rpm. Cuts 2x4'sat 45 . 42-754-7
ALL-WEATHER
LANTERN
. sisitilw
-al
0
1
2 "
It Floats 77
tspe switch,
Tough, rued case. .
- 
.2,Luminous rim glows in
wizkvi-diow;jkiotetairbialloimppski4atig4044mw%010404.41w-J1k11 1!)
1
i7 1/4 '' •
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Television
In Review
By RICK DU BROW
A
'HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-- Every-
In network television newsistuun
more prime time pro-
ming to deal with topical
es. One of the single
greatest problems of video, it is
generally agreed, is the lack of ' 
a weekly news series in the
prime viewing hours.
There used to be a lumber of
such weekly shows, and they
added much solidity to the
program schedules— "Eyewit
ness," "David Brinkley's Jour-
nal," "Chet Huntley Report-
ing," the lengthy ABC-TV
series on Vietnam, and other
e offerings.
Now comes some good news:
ting Monday, March 23,
ABC-TV will start up once
more a weekly, half-hour prime
time news series that seems
Intent on dealing, at least
partly, with immediate issues.
Although the series will—end i
September, when ABC-TV be-
gins broadcasting pro football
games in Monday prime time
each week, it is nevertheless a
step back toward the right
direction.
And considering recent criti-
cism from various quarters
about networks and their
coverage of topical, controver-
sial issues, it is a step that
required some backbone to
take.
According to Elmer Lower,
boss of ABC News, the
network's new 26-week series
will examine such subjects as
race relate:ins, narcotics addic-
tion, education, public health
and environmental pollution.
The broadcasts will be on from
10:30 to 11 p.m. EST.
If the series can capture the
sort of urgency that CBS-TV's
old "Eyewitness" broadcasts
projected— moving in en hot
stories— it will be a most
welcome addition to prime
time.
Another new series coming
up soon is CBS-TV's "Children's
Hour," which debuts this
Saturday during the daytime. It
is the first in a group of
occasional drama specials being '
offered youngsters, and the Man t°r11
Initial broadcast, '.J. T.," 030. and square
cerns a lonely black boy who
befriends a wounded cat.
There are several potable
things about this new series.
First, it is one of the obvious
steps being taken by the
various networks to counteract
the cartoon-anct-violence image
of Saturday children's program-
ming. Second, it is in the hands
of the ambitious creators of
"CBS Playhouse," which last
week offered the excellent
eroducticc "Sadbird." about a
between the
worlds.
hippie
SIGNS WITH ALOUETTES
MONTREAL (UPI)— Sam Et-
cheverry, a former quarterback
with American and Canadian
pro football teams, signed
Monday to coach the Montreal
Alouettes of the Canadian
Football League. The Alouettes
simultaneously named John
"Red" O'Quinn the club's
general manager.
TELEVISION SCHED111,; 
ASM—TV Wl...IC—T1 '. —TV
Clutnnel t Channel 5 Channel II 
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS 
e .00 News; Wthr.; Sots News, Wttir : Sports News; Wthr ; Sots
agl 30 Daniel Boone Faintly Affair Ghost, Mrs. Muir
.., .00 Daniel Boone Th. Jim Nabors Hour That Girl
I :30 I ronside The Jim Nabors Hour Bewitched
O 40 irorolde
O :30 Dragnet 1970
Movie:
"Libel"
12 :00 Dean Martin Show Movie
7 .30 Deen Martin Show Movie
This Is Torn Jones
This  Is Tem Jones
It Takes a Thief
It Takes a Thief
•.ews. %Nth, Sono, News Win,',Own News, Wthr Snorts,0.30 The Tonight.. Show The Mery Griffin Shosemunson Outdoors; 
:00 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin ShossMovle:
:30 The Tonight Show he Mery Griffin Show "The Loves of 
2
:00 The Untouchables Carmen"1 :10 The UntoUchables Hollywood it
1 .(3'° a
Hollywood at
0 Hollywood t
FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Night
Misfit
Nigh.
5 Countr1. Journal
ir :00 The Today Show CBS News
:30 The Today Show J. Hess Gospel Show McHale's Navy7 :00 Today; Weather
30 Today
Morning Watch Bozo ShowMorning Watch Bozo Show
O :00 Today; Weather Captain kangaroo Bozo Show:30 Today The Alike Douglas Show Bozo Show
cs :00 It Takes Two The Mike Douglas Show Lucy Show7, :30 Concentration The Mike Douglas Show He Said—She Said
10 00 Sale of the CenturyAndy of Mayberry Barbara Moore Show: 30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life Barbara Moore Show1, .00 Jeopardy Where the Heart is BetwitchedI :30 Name °rowers Search for Tornarrow That Gin 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
11 :00 The Noon Show News: Singing Conv Dream Houseii. :30 The Noon Show Ai the World Turns Let's meets • Deal 
I .00 Days of Our Lives Many Splendored ThingThe Newlywed GameI :30 The Doctors The Guiding Lioht The Dating Game 
2 -00 Another World Secret Storm General Hospital, :30 Bright Prorrnsets The Edge of Night One Lift To Live 
2 :00 Letters to Laugh-In °omen. Pyle, USMC Dark Shadow*a :30 To Tell the Truth Gilligan's Island F I ipper 
A :CO Beat the Clock Movie: The Beverly Hillbillies9It :30 16th Avenue South "The Mad Magician" i Love Lucy 
C :00 16th Avenue South Movie Newsji -30 Huntley•Brinkiey CBS Evening News Dick Van Dyke Show 
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
All& 00 News: wthr ; Slits News: Wthr.: Sports News: Whir : Sots.V 110 High Chaparral Get Smart Let's Make 111 Deal
ar :00 High Chaparral The Good GUY] Tn. Brady Buncha--- 10 Name Of the GaMetiOgen'i-IferoeS --" Mr. Medi Goes Tow
III :00 Name of this Game Moyle: Here Come the BridesIP z• :30 Name of the Game "The Best Things inHer• Come the Bride,9 •130 Ole Nashville Music Life Are Free" Durant, Presents
:30 Del Reeves Show Movie The Lennon Sisters 
,11ft 00 News Wthr : Sots News; weir. Sports News Wthr.; SportsI/ :30 Touchdown; Tonight Perry Meson Movie.
15 :00 The Tonight Show Perry Mason 'Lcin
I .30 The Tonight Show Perry 1.Aeson Movie
Texan"i 
1  :00 Ti,. Untouchables Pe, rv Mason Hollywood at NightRe :30 The Untouchables Movie' Hollywood at Night 
Holivwood at Night"Flight Nurse"
Movie
Book Review
BETWEEN PARENT AND
TEENAGER
Reviewed by
Yushin Yoo
(Faculty member, Murray State
University)
Dr. Ginott, Haim G. —Bettireen
Parent and Teenager. New York,
Macmillan, 1969. 256p. $5.95.
Dr. Ginott served as an
UNESCO expert and lectured and
led seminars in child psychot-
herapy and parent guidance in
the U. S., Europe, and Asia.
He has published many papers
on these subjects. His first book,
Group Psychotherapy with Child-
ren, is considered a classic bal
its field. His second book, Bet-'
ween Parent and Child, was on
the national best-seller lists foe
over a year and has been tr
lated into 13 languages. It
sold an estimated 1.5 mill
copies. He has spent nearly
years doing therapeutic wor
with parents, children, and teaa
chers part time at Adelphi and
New York Universities.
A new book, Between Par
and Teenager, repeats the pr
ciples in Dr. Ginott's seco
volume almost word for wore
and applies them to adolescents,
It gives specific advice to guide
parents in recognizing . under.
standing, and constructively me.
eting the ordinary psychological
problems of childhood so as to
establish mutual respect and dig,
col
nity in the family. The main
cern is to find ways of improving
communication between children
and their parents, especially on
the verbal level.
Dr. Ginott's strategy is that it
!encourages parents to show re-
spect for a child's feelings with-
out compromising with their
standards, and it strikes a bal-
ince between strictness and per-
OSSiVeness. Parents should'caw the line between "accep-
lance and approval." Ginott says,
P‘A physician does not reject
patient because he bleeds; a
parent can tolerate unlikeable
behavior without sanctioning it".
Dr. Ginott's basic point is
that mature parents can easily
Increase their sensitivity to their
children, becoming demi-psy-
chologists who seek out the sou-
rce of a child's behavior rather
than concentrate on its surface
expression. With a little comm-
on sense, he insists, children
of any age can be intelligently
decoded. Ginott also urges par-
ents to realize how easily their
children read many levels into
the most innocent remarks. Do
not tell a cooperative child, "you
are always so good - you are an
angel"; he warns, "a child knows
he is not always perfect, and is
likely to feel anxiety under an
obligation to live up to the lm-
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Published as a public service by this newsnaner.
possible." 1 eenagers can bene-
fit from anger that says "there
are limits". Ginott also dis-
cusses sex education, homosex-
uality, the pill, driving, drinking,
and drugs. The last chapter which
is especially impressive, dis-
cusses a silent lesson in love,
a loud lesson in hate, and a
poem . . . all cleverly arranged
with fruitful dialogue.
Ilhat you should know
about Thristmas
LDEST of the usual elements of the
Christmas feast is the mince pie. The
devout were supposed to eat 12 between
December 25 and January 6. The recipe sym-
bolized the gifts of the Magi. The crust: gold;
the spices: myrrh; the aroma: frankin-
cense.
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...magnificent GIFTS
of lasting pleasure!
TV CAMEOS: Joe Girragiola tinZ•
Joe's Mr. Average Man—Only With Brains
By MEL HEIMER
WHEN YOU say that Joe
Garagiola is the funniest, wit-
tiest baseball player who ever
lived, it's not as small-potatoes
a compliment as it might seem
at first. Dizzy Dean, Whitey
Ford, Lefty Gomez and others
in the strange trade of bat and
ball would have been able to
hold up pretty well in a Marx
brothers movie.
But the good-looking, bald
the two words CAN go to-
getheri Joe, who is.the inter-
viewer par excellence for NBC's
"Today" TV show, is much
more than that. He reads more
books than you, I and Bergen
Evans put together, he is as
clear a thinker as Shaw and
clearer than, say, Marcuse and
McLuhan and he makes a hun-
dred and fifty thousand bucks
a year.
go • •
"I'M THE permanent altaf
boy at the 5 a.m. mass," Gera-
giola says with a grin—and
devout Catholic, he doesn't en:;
his joking about his religion
there. He had a bad plane trip
once and said "I had rope
Hurns from my rosary." After
riding a horse once, he said
stopping it was easy. "You just'
pull back like this and start
''Our Father, Who are in Heav-
en,'" he said. Naturally fel-
low Catholics love him, just as
Jews dig Myron Cohen and his
garment-district Jokes.
In a small office with a clut-
tered bulletin board Ion the
ceiling he has tacked pictures
of his own,baseball hall of fame
Clinton, Bryan and Barker,
three worthies who never really
made it big 1, Joe slouches in
a rust-colored suit, puffs on a
cigar and discusses his modus
operand!.
• • •
"T THINK like a viewer," he
nays. "You know how when
you're home watching a TV in-
terview, questions come to your
mind and you want to ask the
guy. only you can't' Well. I'm
lucky; I'm right there and I
CAN ask questions. I suppose
if I have any particular audi-
. ence in mind, it's an audience
of guys like me."
'Xhen, for instance, he in-
terviews someone plumping for
early sex education of school-
kids, he thinks like a father.
-Like a FATHER," he repeats
"Not a' parent. A rivbody can
be a parent. Being a father is
something else " And so.
to art erudite, learned pedant.
•
•
Joe Oaragiola's 257 batting average would mak* him a high-
priced ballplayer if h. wore playing today—but it still would
not come close to the loot lie makes from TV and radio,
he is apt to say almost plain-
tively "Yeah, but who's gonna
teach this stuff" You might
have a sex nut on your hands.
Believe me, most fathers would
love to have the school or
church take over the chore of
telling about the birds and the
bees. But you want to make
sure it's done right."
Joe's talk at times would be
be Runyonese. except Runyon's
characters never had his intel-
lectual capacity. A high school
graduate, he is enormously well
read i"I even read books I don't
have to; what a luxury'") and
he hasn't been out of his depth
at all discussing capital punish-
ment with Ramsey Clark or
politics with William Buckley.
To each of them,, he brings his
Mr. Average ManiAitlook yet
by all means, he is something
more than°an average man.
‘'hat many viewers appreci-
ate is Garagiola's habit of NOT
pang along with an interview-
ee's statement-. and saying "I
see." when he DOESN'T see.
He speaks up. And he can blow
a gasket in a righteous cause
When one militant writer said
on air that hatred of Negroes
was a fact of life among the
Jews, Joe 'almost yelled "I
won't hold still for that!"
With his wife Audrie and
three children, Garagiola lives
in suburban Scarsdale, N.Y. in
a beautiful six-bedroom house—
filled with books. He keeps fit
by exercising and playing golf.
• • •
THE VAGUE dreams of the
future include doing an hour-
long special, having his own
show and maybe even owning
a radio station. He's come so
far from the days when he
went to Holy Name and B'nai
B'rith dinners and told Yogi
Berra stories.
"Like," he says, "the time
Piersall once made the sign of
the cross in the dirt with his
bat at home, plate and Yogi
scratched it out and said 'Now
What's gonna happen?' ''
/111.1111W9411111P,rAllipeersidepeevalplesez.
all-inclusive
1 COLORI STEREO THEATRE
E
t •
Today's biggest picture-295 Sq. In.,
for life-like realism
Solid-State Stereo FM/AM Radio.
for thrilling listening enjoyment
at,
• True Stereo Phonograph ...
lets your records last a lifetime
II Four High-Fidelity Speakers ...
project exciting sound of Stereo and TV
Costs You Less.
than comparable Color TV and
Stereo units purchased separately.
Why settle for less—when you can enjoy bril-
liant-color TV viewing and stereophonic listening
—for so little! TV features include: exclusive
Chromatone which adds depth and dimension;
Quick-On pictures and sound eliminate annoying
warm-up delay; Color Purifier—automatically
keeps pictures pure; Autoreatic Picture Sound
Stabilizers—for optimum performance; plus 3 I.F.
Stage Bonded Circuitry chaesis for lasting relia-
bility. Quality Stereo features include: 15-
f
Watts undistorted music pcwer; AFC for drift-free
FM; continuously variable mass and Treble plus
Stereo balance controls: Stereocast indicator; pre-
cision player that banishes discernible record and
Diamond Stylus wear. Put ttfilling color into your
life .. . and beautiful music into your home.
Choose from over 15 styles
See and hear a detronstration, at...
d .
•
ontemporary—model 7610
698°
1;4.5g"4 ttt
Portable Color TV Custom Stereo System
279°
Complete with Mobile Cart
Ideal for any room or office--
this fine-performing model 6222
willbring you brilliant-color 102 sq.
in pictures plus famous Magnavox
lasting reliability. With Color Puri-
fier, Automatic Picture Sound Sta-
bilizer and dependable 3 I.F. Stage
Bonded Circuitry chassis.
•••••••
199"
Four-speaker radio-phonograph ---
model 9251 brings you wonderful lis-
tening from Stereo FM, noise-free and
drift:free Monaural FM, powerful AM
and your favorite records. Precision
player (with dust cover) lets your
°records last a lifetime !Other Magnavbx
Stereo systems from only $119.90
• lel :410P" lap I.-
LEACH'S MUSIC
Dixieland Shopping Center
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BREAKFAST  45c1 
Enriched
SPAGHETTI
CZ. PKG.
JACK S'iL 444360,
26 CL. 10C
BOX
SHOWBOAT - 30C CAN
PORK &
BEANS
DILL
3
PICKLES
S131:4
22 czfio
GET FREE
JSCHCCL -AY - CUT
EXTRA
TEN.JER
12 CZ.
Sweet CRISPY PIX
r
GREEN BEANS
2ccA 5C
9c BUTTER
HYLJE PARK
PEANUT
CALIFCRNIA
NAVAL
ORANGES
JUiv13' ZE-
-59C
FROSTY ACRES - FKL-ZEN
CR
GET LNE FREEBUY CNE
18 LZ. JAR
HYjE PARK
BISCUITS6 
1345c
FANCY WINESAP, REJ JELICIGUS GR
YELLOW LALICIGUS
APPLES 4L88AG39c
11111110 III 111111
ofil(TABLt
PIT B-B-Q. PORK
PEPPERED BEEF
PIT BAKED HAM
PIT ROAST BEEF
OVEN ROASTEJ CORNEJ BEEF
POTATO SALAt) CHICKEN SALAD
411111M.
.4111110.
441111111w 1
411.11111&
41.11w
411•1111.
411111111..
41110111.
MACARONI SAL AL) .BAKE J BEAN 
BAR-B 0 BEANS HAM SAL A,..)
PIMENTO SALAD SLAW
SOUP BEANS WITH HAM HOCK & PEPPER
- - -
Lima Beans
Cut Com
simmimmimpoommonsmiisimmm
ALCOA
NM R. AI=
Buy 18" Roll at reg. price
Get oil2"
i FREE!
`-) 14c)c erst 0
CHICKEN
NOODLE
*SOUP*
4
BUY ONE
and
GET
ONE
I MINIM
I REGISTER
for
• FREE PRIZES
AT f.\EG. PRICE
FREE
We Buy From One of the
Largest Wholesale 1.7
Groceries
In the Nation
g We Buy for Less  'a- a n d Pass the Saving
On to You!
OPEMPIffigand
NL.. 1 RE_
POTATOES
1 gG 49c
It,
layla
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DECEMBER 11
30 BASKE
HARPERS
G.E. HAI'
OUR DOORS RE OPEN
To all of the fine peo)
Calloway County whr
sible this great expansi
the patronage we ha
through the years fro
of Murray and
have made pos-
. We appreciate
e receled down
so many people.
We are now in our new store (right next
to the old one) and to thew our appre-
ciation we are offering some of the fin-
est food bargains in our history during
our Grand Opening Shop with us all
the time and save'
EXT ‘A SPECIAL
5 L. 7 FCCT
CHRISTMAS
TREES
NORTHER!
$1
ITEENIE WEENIE 17 CZ. CAN
PEAS 2FcR41 
HYJE -IRK C,'UART
MAYONNAISE 490 
OPEN lam
to 8pm
OPEN
SUNDAY
FOR YOUR SHOPPING
CONVENIENCE
4.
THE STC.,E WITH ALL THE E)
EVE.,YJAY LCW PRICES. EXTRA (
SERVICE &CGNVENIENI
OWEN'S Food Market is
ON WEST MAIN STREET, Mt
Just Across From SANDERS - PURDOM
•
/1 .
lii
NOS
DECEMBER ii i969
THE LEDGER & TIMES
AD GOOD THRU DEC. 20 to.PRICES IN THIS
30 BASKETS of GROCERIES DESK PIT BAR-B-11 SHOULDER
HARPERS COUNTRY HAM
G.E. HAIRDRYER
/F LC V E
ER DOORS RE OPEN
all of the fine peo)
oway County whc
e this great exparit
patronage we hi
of Murray and
have made pos-
. We appreciate
e receied dowr
,ugh the years f so many people.
are now in our newitestore (right next
he old one) anallorthow our appre-
ion we are offerirg some of the fin-
food bargains In our history during
Grand Opening. Shop with us all
time and save!
'ECIAL
'CT
4AS
iLa $2" I
NORTHERN SPRUCE
$50.00 of GROCERIES (your choice)
And MANY OTHER PRIZES too numerous to list ,
1 LB 
PKG. WIENERS
59c
OWEN'
ALL MEAT
We
GUARANTEE
The Finest
MEATS
he 
tYou Can Buy
atLOWEST
POSSIBLE COST!
lan 1111 II II I 1111
WONDER CCLONIAL BUNNY
BREAD
20 OZ. LOAF
Buy One at regular price
GET ONE FREE
TO,E WITH ALL THE EXTRAS!
( LOW PRICES. EXTRA QUALITY.
SERVICE &CONVENIENCE 
EN'S Food Market is located
MN STREET, MURRAY, KY.
m SANDERS- PURDOM MOTOR SALES
.s,
uaay CREAM STYLE OR
WHOLE KERNEL - 16 CZ. CAN
CORN 2 45C
ROCKET WHITE (..,R YELLOW
POPCORN 18LABG.
it.lt 1%, KENTU('KY
I OWEN'S BEST - AA FANCY - CENTER CUT
MI I
OWEN'S FINEST
A A FANCY
STEAK
ROUrB. 810 swiss 87C
SIRLOIN LB.9T
I I
CHUCK ROAST
 7 
OWEN'S BEST EXTRA LEAN LB.
GROUND
BEEF 59
DRINKS 6F0119 2FCR 65
HYJE PARK CANNEJ
21c6A0Nt.491 TOIIACTEO
46 CZ.
LIBBY BLUE LANE- CUT LIBBY
GREEN
BEANS
FOOD
MARKET
A GOOD
PLACE TO
TRADE
HYJE PARK
Coffee Creamer
11 OZ.
JAR
18
53c
t5', N4A_
Jelly, lam or
Prose es
Buy ONE at reg. price
FREEGet ONE
C-
\
‘‘
.111111.
w4M10
 .)
  At-±LE. CHERRY, LEMON or BLACKBERRY c 
I/
69C8.
uliuc
AVG.
il LB.
riE A. E NL.W
Taking Orders
for
OWEN'S FAMOUS
HAMS
PIT 8AK-8,0 SHOULDERS
J
BRAND 
PIE FILLING
I,
-
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OUTSIDE AND INSIDE of the Black Panther headquarters in Los Angeles after that hours-
long gun battle with about 300 police. Three police and three Black 
Panthers sustained
bullet wounds. The police were searching for guns and ammunition. which 
they found.
many automatic, inside the sandbagged headquarters when the 11 militants 
surrendered.
Ending A Party
Highly Important
If you're throwing a party this
holiday season, it can be more
successful if you spend lesc time
Planning how to get it going and
concern yourself more with how
to end it properly.
This advice comes from the
Louisville Automobile Club
"First A Friend, Then A Host"
program, aimed at reducing the
large number of after-party tra-
ffic accidents occuring each boll-
- CONGRATULATIONS—
OWEN'S
FOOD MARKET
ON YOUR
GRAND OPENING
We are pleased to have had a part
in the construction of your new store.
RYAN & McCLURE
'BRICKLAYERS'
Murray, Kentucky
•
GRATULATION
To
OWEN'S MD
MKT.
We Are Proud To Have Had
Pad In The Completion Of
YOUR GROCERY STORE
JONES IRON WORKS
RAILROAD AVE. 75 3-384 1
day season.
"If alcoholic beverages are
part of the party menu," says
C. P. Geleynse, executive vice-
president, "it is imperative that
modern motor age hosts consid-
er their guests who will be driv-
ing."
Holiday entertainers should
 plan the party from the end,
not the beginning, Geleynse su-
ggests, with these ten steps in
mind from the American Auto-
mobile Association:
1. Make contingency arrange-
merits for accommodating over-
night any tipsy guests who other-
wise would have to drive.
2. Devise means for tactfully
making passengers out of driv-
ing guests who may have over-
imbibed - have taxi service av-
ailable or prearrange for anoth-
er driver who has abstained to
transport them home.
3. Stop serving liquor altogeth-
er at least an hour before guests
will be leaving. Time away from
the toasting is a most important
element for those who must even-
tually get behind the wheel of an
auto.
4. Gradually substitute rich de-
sserts and coffee for highball
, glasses as the evening wears on.
5. Midway through the party
serve a tempting meal. Food,
especially starchy types, helps
to moderate effects of alcohol,
while decreasing desire for add-
itional liquor.
6. Pace the party. Make organ-
ized games and other activities
the focal point of entertainment
rot Ws ter.; r.
Award-winning Girls Go
to National 4-H Congress
Miss Quinton Miss Powipll
A quartet of western Kei,
tucky 4-H girls has returned
from Chicago and a five-da!
round of big city life and
Christmas shopping. Their
trip expenses were paid by
business firms sponsoring
4-H programs in which the!
won 1969 state honors.
The occasion for the viv
was the National 4-H Coil
gress which ended Dec. 4
"Make Tomorrow Happen"
was the congress theme
which combined educational
programs with entertain
ment.
Deborah Quinton, 17, o:
Kevil, was state award win
ner in the clothing program
Coats & Clark Inc. footed the
transportation and hotel bill
The daughter of Mr. aria
Mrs. K. E. Quinton is a high
school senior who thinks 441
is excellent extra-cUrriculur
activity because it "teaches
M,ss Hancock Miss Davis
white crepe dress at the na-
tional dress revue in Chicago
Her trip was donated by
Simplicity Pattern Co. Inc.
She is a first-year home eco-
nomics student at Murray
State University.
Miss Davis, a high school
junior and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert M. Davis,
has been in the bread pro-
gram five years.
She won two purple rib-
bons for her baking. She es-
timates she has turned out
more than 200 loaves of yeast
bread, batches of rolls and
quick breads.
Her congress host was
Standard Brands Incorpo-
rated.
Miss Powell, a freshman at
the University of Kentucky,
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph M. Powell. She
has been in 4-H for eight
years.
by the best methods, experi- Nearly all 4-H members,
ence and competition." she says, are healthy. "They
Others who made the trip always seem full of boundless
were Mary Hancock. 18, of energy," she says. "That's a
Morg a n f ie I d, dress revile sure sign of health, isn't it?"
award winner; Laura Davis, She related her health proj-
16, of Sturgis, bread baking ects to others such as food-
champion, and Rebecca Pow- nutrition. Her sponsor in the
ell, 18, of Corydon, winner it health program was Eli Lilly
the health category. and Company.
Miss Hancock, whose par. The Cooperative Extension
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank Service, which supervises 4-H
lin Hancock, modeled her competition, named the four
green gabardine coat and award recipients.
Music man sings blues
over composers' plight
NEW - YORK (UPI)
The United Statts is the only
country in the world that dis-
criminates against composers. :
Its antiquated copyright lap
is bad enough for the writem
of its popular music but it
even worse for the compose
of serious music who do n
have record royalties as
cushion.
These composers lose revenu
because in draftin the cop
- 7. ErtiVaViZe rod. Place loteigh, 181101tA994 
the legisl
of attractive an varied snack 
decided Abel:Ifould have to
trays throughout the party 
area paid for their music only it the
and replenish them often, 
performances were "for profit."
8. Set up a self-service bar 
‘CYxhoiubitcaan'rtnovPeierfuw"iitioauf!tiahye.featuring lots of non-alcoholic or
consent or low-alcoholic content bever- of the copyright own
ages, such as exotic fruit juice even if it is °°n-Profit," said
Edward M. Cramer, President obmixtures and other soft drinks.
Broadcast.  Music Inc. (HMI).9. After serving the first cock-
You can't reprint textbookstail, let guests help themselves. '
for school use without copy-Guests who pour their own usua-
right liability.lly mix fewer and less potent
"You can't copy and dis-drinks then does the host.
10. Never push drinks wipes. tribute works of art without li-
th who are driving. cense whether or not they are
"The admonition, 'if you drink, f°r profit. Music is the only
don't drive,' Is still the best economically important wo
rule," Geleynse advises, "but that is singled out for this dial
too few persons follow it." "It rrimilatorY treatment and it is'
is more realistic, ,, he says, practiced only in the United
"to expect the host to follow States:'
a few guidelines which can stab- BMI and the American.
ilize the celebrating and literally Satiety of Composers, Atithors
and Publishers (ASCAP) are theassure his motoring guests many
happy returns." guardians of the rights of com-
posers in this country.
"It sounds reasonable to say
McCANN REASSIGNED a non-profit institution shod& t
— - _
and criminal and legally and
morally it's precisely the same
as any other form of stealing or
using stolen property.
"The law states that the copy-
right owner alone has the right
to cony and sell his copyrighted
work. '
„
4 r
-
•
*
* •
•
•
le
AM*
1:140
DOPE FINDS- Mrs. Pat Nixon and daughter Tricia look over a display of narcotics and im-
plements used by addicts at the White House display set up for the Governors Conference
on Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs attended by 41 governors, their wives and children.
* ** SHERWIN WILLIAMS **
*SOUTH SIDE SHOPPING CENTER PHONE 753-332t *
*
CONGRATULATES
OWEN'S FOOD MARKET
"We Are Happy To Have Furnished
The Carpeting For Your New Store"
**************************
DETROIT (UPI)- The De- pay for music.," Criuner
troit Red Wings Monday 'Hot if it holds an art festival
assigned center Rick McCann it will pay for the plays; it will
to their Fort Worth affiliate in pay compensation for fliaterial
the Central Hockey League. used in the souvenir bank. it will
McCann's departure makes pity the niuSicians who jaizitrm.
room for rookie Al Karlander. Only the compOser is not paid.
who led the CHL with 16 goals This strikes hardest at the writers
at the time of his recall. - of serious music whosie work •
 intended for schools and
[ 1515 GLENV9AIDI'S ELECTRIC
PHONE 153-4912
1
 
WOULD LIKE EXTEND
1 THEIR(I 11
TO
Ow n's Fe
leges, religious organizations and
other non-profit civil groups."
: Cramer said It was hoped
a new copyright law would elimi-
nate this discrimination. In the
meantime, he urged wider (dr
servance of the present rights
Of composers.
--"A music educator who
would reject in horror the idea
of buying stolen instruthents a ill
distribute stolen property 'Jr
another sort:rile said. . 'That
is he will make Copies of sheet
music. This is clearly a violation
of the copyright law both civil
GOVERNOR A V. P.
Governor Nunn was named
one of three vice presidents on
the exec*acommittee of the
governin rd of the Council
of State Governments at its an-
nual meeting in Lexingtcm He
will serve vrith Gov. Warren
Hearnes of Missouri and Gov.
Robert F. McNair of South Caik
olina.
i limper ;,trsit,tim 01 Me-
dic% al, Russian society •tv'as. ;died
*CONGRATULATIONS*
OWEN'S FOOD MARKET
N 
YOUR
FINE NEW BUILDING"
We Are Pleased To Have Been The General
Contractor For This Project And Also To Have
Done All Electrical Work.
THIS NEW GROCERY STORE BUILDING
IS A CREDIT TO MURRAY
BEST WISHES FOR THE FUTURE" .4
OWEN'S CONSTRUCTION CO.
GENERAL & ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
MURRAY ROUTE FOUR
PH 753-7223
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taff of handicapped
runs a radio station
By BOB C. MCCONACHIE
VANCOUVER, B.C. (UPI)-
kt first glance the small radio
dation looks similar to countless
Akers scattered across North
kmerica.
The young disc jockey sits at
his turntables spinning the latest
roek numbers. The newsroom
buzzes as writers prepare their
hourly broadcast and announcers
wait patiently for a break to
extol their sponsors' products.
There is a major difference,
though. This is C-JAZ Radio, a
limed circuit station, where
rutches and wheel chairs are as
,mportant to the operation as the
4extronic equipment.
All the C-JAZ staffers are
handicapped. The list of afflic-
tions ranges from polio and cere-
bral palsy to crippling spinal
injuries suffered in traffic
accidents.
"We are trying to get off the
pensions and into a product-
ive role," said the 21-year-old
illation manager, Jack Hanford,
Walsh Columbia's first Easter
seal "Timmy."
. A victim of muscular dystro-
tpft; Hanford is the driving force'nd the unique project"It all started about four
years ago," he said. "I was very
interested in radio broadcasting
but after job interviews I was
dways told 'you have a
;ood voice, but you just can't
iandle it You're not fast
inough."
"I couldn't give up on this
lea. So I deckled, well, if it's
ming .to be this way then I'D
dart my own radio station, using
idler handicapped persons."
" Government helps
• Ban ford contacted the federal
4overnment and was surprised
when Prime Minister Pierre
Elliott Trudeau sent former
Transport Minister Paul Hellym
to Vancouver to discuss the
iroijec t.
• 'We were given government
iupport to help us fight for a
license (from the Board of Broad-
cast Governors)," Banford said.
With government backing
assured, the determined youth
then floated a $5,000 loan to
buy electronic gear, and recruited
and trained 25 staffers ranging
in age from 18 to 35.
The recording industry came
to their aid with donations of the
Latest discs and Banford personal-
ly wrote hundreds of letters to
every major company across the
continent appealing for sponsors.
Only 15 companies replied
"but we have a lot of people who
have assured us they want adver-
tising after we get going,"
Hanford said.
"Right now we're in the pro-
cess of promoting ourselves. Our
main objective is to find some
financial support. Once we have
this we will be in a position to
help ourselves . . . to become
self-supporting . . earn decent
wages.
The group needs to raise
about $200,000 to establish a
commercial station in North
Vancouver. The North Shore has
been without a resident station
since 1962 when C.KLG moved
to Vancouver.
"The way we look at it is once
we get C-JAZ operating success-
fully we will be able to go across
Canada and help other groups of
handicapped persons,- Banford
said.
"We can stop them from just
sitting and watching the world
pass them by, we can train to
h..dp themselves."
FOUND SLAIN — Police are
seeking clues in the myster-
ious death of Karen Kim-
merly, 24, a graduate stu-
dent at the University of
Missouri-Kansas City, whose
nude body was found in a
snow - covered field near
Olathe. Kan., by hunters.
Her car had been found in a
Kansas city shopping center
parking lot.
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THIS STREET SEEN in downtown Rome is the Via Fratttna,
where merchants hung some 300 red plastic umbrellas as a
protection for shoppers and as Christmas decorations.
Sao Paulo, Brazil: 'Honk! Honk! City'
By JOHN VIRTUE
SA() PAULO, Brazil (('PI)
A car horn is as essential to a
Brazilian motorist as the gas
pedal- and it's used about as
often.
Asking a motorist to stop
honking as like asking a rooster
see?
MIDDLEBUSH, N.J. (UPI) -
Some of those colonial era New
Jersey families ran pretty large.
Christian Van Doren and his
wife, Altje, for instance, moved
to Somerset County in 1723,
settled here and produced 17
young Van Dorens.
When Altje died at 95, she
left 352 living descendents.
John Cunningham in his
book, -This Is New Jersey,
assures us that the prevalence of
Dutch names in the area wasn't
because the Dutch were the only
ones to settle there.
They just had larger families.
No blues for blue cheese
American blue cheese
consumption has nearly tripled
In the past 30 years, from
3'4million pounds in 1939 to
more than 15-million pounds
today. The blue streaks in the
cows' milk cheese is created by
the growth of a powdered
Ingredient, penicillium
xoqueforti.
Little train that could
had role in history
QUINCY, Mass. (UPI)-This
suburb south of Boston is known
to most Americans because two
Presidents were born here.
But Quincy has another signi-
ficance, unknown to most
Americans-the Granite Railway,
the nation's first commercial rail-
road which lugged huge slabs of
granite used to build the Bunker
Hill Monument
The Bunker Hill Quarry site
was neglected until an inquisi-
tive amateur archeologist,
Richard Muzzrole, excavated the
area in 1958. His findings re-
vealed the initial 150 feet of
railroad bed, which he restored
and the sites of the buildings in
which the granite was cut. He
also tuncovared jgranjte _working
tools, some of which' kre_ con-
CONGRATULATIONS
OWEN'S FOOD MARKET
ON YOUR
NEW STORE
MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
208 E. MAIN 753-3361
WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.
206 E. MAIN 753-8194
"NEXT DOOR TO MURRAY SUPPLY."
WE WOULD LIKE TO
*cONGRATULATE*
501 N. 4th
Claude Vaughn
Plumbing & Heating
sidered the oldest granite work-
ing tools in existence.
The railway was designed by
Gridley Bryan, an engineer, in
association with Solomon Willard
who was called the "Father of
the Granite Industry."
Approximately 6,700 tons of
granite were transported Iron-
the quarry to Boston'i
Charlestown section, where tin
Bunker Hill Monument stands
s
* * *
English is spoken by an esti
mated 314million persons.
Across the nation, retail
jewelry store sales soared to
more than $2 billion last year,
nearly a 40 per cent rise since
1960. California has displaced
New York as a leader in jewelry
store sales and in the number of
stores doing $1 million or more
worth of business in a year.
Texas is running third.
* * *
The thirties look is in for
men's hats, says Gentlemen's
Quarterly, the fashion magazine
for men. The book's report on
the toppings shows the look in a
wide brim hat of black felt. Wear
it with a maxi coat.
to stop crowing at dawn or a
waterfall to atop roaring.
As soon as a traffic light
urns red, motorists start honking
heir horns, as if the noise will
'.orce the signal to change back
to green. Normal conversation
is impossible between 5 and
7 p.m. in apartments and residen-
ces at busy intersections
Many motorists are not con-
tent with the power and volume
of the factory horns in their cars.
They install more powerful ones.
Automotive shops do a thriv-
ing business in musical horns
which blare out-, bars of rock
music, as The more inventive
motorists convert cooking gas
cylinders into air tanks and use
them to operate truck horns in
their cars.
Nowhere is the situation
worse than in Sao Paulo. the
automotive center of Latir
America and, with a populatioi
of 6.3 million, the most populom
city in the western hemisphere
after New York. Inching alom
narrow, cobble-stoned streets
built for the horse and buggy
exasperates the most patient o
motorists, let alone someon
With a penchant for honking.
It's not as if there were
laws governing the use of th
horn. Articles 92 through 98 o
the National Traffic Code place
limitations oh honking, but they
are seldom, if ever, enforced.
Celso Franco, the traffic
director in Rio de Janeiro,
recently suggested an outright
ban on honking in his city.
His idea was immediately termed
"absurd" by Rubens Martins,
president of theState Traffic
Council in Sao Paulo, which
rarely accepts any suggestions
from its arch rival, Rio.
"The horn is an indispensible
accessory,- Martins said. "Its
prohibition will only work in a
city where the traffic laws are
traditionally observed-and that't
not the case in Rio de Janeiro.'
CONGRATULATIONS
OWEN'S FOOD MARKET
ON COMPLETION OF YOUR
NEW GROCERY STORE
FREED COTHAM
SHEET METAL
HEATING. AIRCONDITIONING & SHEET itiTA
HAPPY RETURNS
'SAVINGS BONDS MAKE NOTEWORTHY CHRISTMAS GIFTS," says pianist Ronni
Kole, "and they'll still be in tune 113r years to come." Kole—a long-time
isiving,s 'Bonds booster -holds forth with his trio at Kole's Korner in the
Absinthe House landmark in New orleans' French Quarter. His record
'nag cover a wide range of rrnoical soles.
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CONGRATULATIONS
OWEN'S FOOD MARKET
ON YOUR NEW LOCATION
WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE HAD PART IN
COMPLETION OF YOUR NEW STORE
802 CHESTNUT
RANDY *THORNTON
SERVICE Co. 753-8181
Pie WI PA TA P11 PA P.01 P.PI MCI PA PAM Pit PAPA 11111 P.01 •
41160104"--
SHE PREFERS "HOME BABIES' Five hours after. Daniel Rob-
ert AlastairKitts was born in the living room of his parents'
home in Washington with only the assistance of his lather,
his mother, Mrs. Sybil Kitts, was back on her job driving a
school bus. She has deliviii-ed three of her five children in:
herself. .had one delivery in ins ustaiai-ntamier is-a hompitst4.
and delivered one in a hospital labor room.
-CONGRATULATIONS on
OWEN'S FOOD MET
•• GRAND OPENING ••
Lassiter McKinney
Glass
" STORE FRONT CONSTRUCTION"
810 SYCAMORE PH. 153-1141
•
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Communists Accuse Nixon Of
Downgrading Peace Talks
By GEORGE SIBERA
PARIS (UPI) — Both Commu-
aist delegations accused Pres-
ident Nixon today of downgrad-
ing and sabotaging the Paris
?eace talks by failing to name
successor to Henry Cabot
Lodge. The chief North Vietna-
mese delegate boycotted the
in eeting
Philip C. Habib, the former
No. 3 member of the U.S. team
who is heading the American
delegation until a chief U.S.
=Or is named, said theof the Communists
made meaningful negotiations
Impossible.
South Vietnam's chief negoti-
ator, Pham Dang Lam, also
stayed away from today's
seesion. Officially he was
suffering from a cold but there
were suggestions it was "diplo-
matic influenza" because chief
Hanoi delegate Yuan Thuy
simply "did not feel like
attending today's session."
Despite the sabotage chaiges
by deputy Hanoi negotiator Col.
Ha Van Lau and Viet Cong
Foreign Minister Mme. Nguyen
Thi Binh, Habbib insisted there
was no downgrading and that
he was fully empowered to
negotiate.
Viet Cong Foreign Minister
Nguyen Thi Binh held out a
promise of negotiations on
guaranteed safety for with-
drawing U.S. troops if the
Nixon administration announces
the unconditional withdrawal of
all U.S. troops within a six
month period.
The Viet Cow offer already
has been dismissed by Secrete.
Apollo 12
Astronauts
"Free" Men
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UP I)— Apollo 12's astronauts,
in good health and delighted by
warm sunshine and fresh air,
were "tree" men today.
,The space agency released
Charles "Pete" Conrad, Rich-
ard F. Gordon and Alan L.
Bean from the plush imprison-
ment of their moon bug
quarantine Wednesday after-
noon, 18 hours ahead of
schedule. A cheering crowd of
300 greeted them when they
stepped out.
The astronauts had been
living in confined quarters since
Nov. 14 when their moon flight
started—first in a spaceship,
then in a cramped isolation
van, and finally in the
quarantine suite at Houston.
All three mono explorers,
dressed in slacks and sport
shirts, paused outside the $15
million Lunar Receiving Labor-
atory to speak briefly and sign
autographs. Then, flanked by
uniformed guards, they climbed
Into the white government cars
that whisked them home.
"You don't know how good
that sun feels," Conrad told the
crowd. "It's been 28 days, now,
since we've seen the sun from
down here. It's real fine to be
back out, and I want to stand
out here in the sunshine and
thank everybody."
ry of State William P. Rogers
Is "nothing new."
Much of the session was
devoted to Communist denunci-
ations of Nixon's failure to
replace Lodge.
Madame Nguyen Thi Binh of
the Viet Cong denounced "the
obstinate policy of President
Nixon, who puts all his efforts
Into pursuing and intensifying
the war of aggression while
seeking to minimize and
sabotage the Paris conference."
Her use of the world
"minimize" was in line with
recent Communist pronounce-
ments condemning Nixon for
withholding a replacement for
Lodge.
Habib was asked whether
Nixon's decision against naming
a successor to Lodge had
effected chances for a settle-
ment.
"As the President q2 id, the
U.S. delegation here in these
Paris meetings is able to
discuss any serious matters the
other side wishes to raise,"
Habib cal&
"We condemn the negative
attitude of the other side which
has prevented meaningful nego-
tiations," Habib said. "So far,
they have issued demands for
unilateral actions by our side
without any serious indication
of what they're prepared to
do."
South Vietnamese chief nego-
tiator Pham Dang Lam was
home with a cold and was
represented by Nguyen Don
Phong, his assistant.
Habib, 49, has been a major
planner in the negotiating
strategy of the Allies since the
preliminary talks opened May
10, 1968 but seldom a spokes-
man.
Like Nixon, Habib has
rejected the idea that the talks
have been downgraded because
the President has failed to
appoint anyone to replace
Lodge.
Chester A. Dunn
Funeral Is Today
THE
Way Cleared For
Inquest In Mary
Jo Kopechne Death
EDGAR TOWN, MASS, (UPI)
—A Pennsylvania judge's rate-
sal to permit exhumation of
Mary Jo Kopechne's body
apparently has cleared the way
for an inquest into the death of
the 28-year-old Washington se-
cretary.
Judge Bernard Brominski of
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., announced
Wednesday that he was denying
District Attorney Edmund S.
Dines' petition asking that the
body be exhumed for an
autopsy.
District Court Judge James
A, Boyle of Edgartovna had
delayed setting a date for the
Inquest ordered by DiaiS until
Brominski announced his deci-
sion. Boyle is expected now to
set a date as soon as he has
had a chance to confer with
Dials,
Exominski said the facts
presented at a hearing on Dints'
petition appeared to confirm a
medical examiner's report that
Miss Kopechne died by drown-
She died July 18 when Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy's automo-
bile, in which she was riding,
plunged off a bridge into a tidal
pond on Chappaquiddick Island.
A Dials aide said the district
attorney "has no intention at
this time of appealing" the
autopsy ruling. Dials had said
earlier he would abide by
Brominski's ruling and proceed
with the inquest with or without
an autopsy.
Kennedy said Wednesday he
hoped Massachusetts authori.
ties "will move forward so that
the entire matter can be
concluded as soon as possible."
Since World War 11 nearly
300,000 Army and Air National
Guardsmen have been called to
active duty -- in the Korean war,
the Berlin crisis and Vietnam.
LEDGER & TIMES
Two Wrecks
iContinuttd From Page One/
1st two door hardtop driven by
Clare Starts Butterworth of
Murray Route One and owned
by Vernon and Clara Butter
worth, and a 1965 Vollcipsrager
two door driven by Steven Way-
ne Perdue of Route Three, Rus-
sellville.
Police said Mrs. Butterworth,
going west on Poplar street,
stopped at the stoP visa at 15th
and Poplar, and started on a-
cross. Perdue, going south an
15th, failed to stop at the stoP
sign and hit the Butterworth
car, according to the police
report.
Damage to the Butterworth
ear was CM the right rear Uncl-e-, and to the Perdue oar on
the front end.
Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UPI)— Stocks
opened firm today in moderate
turnover.
Shortly after the opening, the
U P I marketwide indicator
showed a gain of 0.20 per cent
on 320 issues crossing the tape.
There were 136 advances, aad
106 declines.
Goodyear gained les to 28 ,
while Teledyne picked up 114 to
36. Reynolds Metals picked
At 30i%caAmerican Telephone lost V. to
50. Itek eased % to 63, and Taft
Broadcasting %off to 27%,
Occidental eased % to_We,
and Atlantic Richfield % to
82¼. Standard of Indiana edgtd
tie 1A4 to 45 and Jersey Standard
% to 1,463 .the
In electronics, Fa1rctd
Camera jumped 1% to 8
while Litton rose % to
Control Data eased IA .to 117.
Ford tacked on % to 4034.U.S. Steel eased % to 34%, ard
Bethlehem Steel 1A1 to 27.
— 'MURRAY, KENTUCKY
I Letter To Editor
(Continued From Page Ono)
local and out of town mailings.
Please use the strips provided
for this purpose.
In the event of snow, rural
patrons are requested to clean
away the snow from around
their boxes. City patrons will
please keep a clean walk way
to porches.
Patrons are reminded that al-
though your dog may be the
friendliest in the world, he may
regard the Postman as an in-
truder. Last year dog bites cost
the Postoffice several millions
of dollars in damages So please
cooperate with us by keeping
tab on Fido.
Yours for better mailings,
Lester C. Nanny,
Postmaster
THE DUKE AT BARDSTOWN
The Stephen Foster Music
Club of Bardstown, in an effort
to promote concerts for the
community, has scheduled Duke
Ellington in the Nelson County
High School Auditorium at 8
p. in. Feb. 26. Joint :Tenser is
Spalding College, Nazareth
Campus.
Brag is an old English card
game considered an ancestor of
poker.
* * *
The first five books of the
Old Testament are called the
Torah by Jews.
ace
Babylon was located in what
is now southern Iraq.
* * *
Hot iron branding of live-
stock was practiced in Egypt
as early as 2000 B.C.
* * •
Finland lost 10 per cent of
her territory to Russia because
of World Wse H. -
•
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NEW PHOTO OF INTREPID HEADING FOR THE MOON --Released by NASA, this photo shows
the Lunar Module Intrepid with astronauts Charles Conrad Jr. and Alan Bean aboard sep-
arated from the Apollo 12 Command Module Yankee Clipper and heading for the Moon.
IMPM/Oftl WirtiAPARIt
1" SETTLE-WORKMAN 3
1 SUGGESTIONS for CHRISTMAS 
Boy's Zip-Out Lining - Sizes 5-16 
a
12 99
g
9
a
SPECIAL! 799 To 1499 g
MEN'S
DRESSHATS 3
595 795 995 1295
s'ALANTi 1
4.99 
MEN'S ROBES
4.99
S
Rs/EATERS 
The funeral for Chester A.
Dunn of Murray Route Six was
held today at two p.m. at tes,
chapel of the Mix II. Churcni2
Funeral Home with Elder Arlie
Larimer officiating.
Pallbearers were Herman
Mitchell, Richard Mitchell, Al-
vin Dunn, Dallas Dunn, Ronald
Dunn, and Vic Joyce. Burial was
in the Jeffrey Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Dunn, age 67, died Tues.
day at his home. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Geneva Chem-
hers Dunn; two daughters, Mrs.
Mary Lee Burkeen and Mrs.
Genola Ramsey; one son, Ches-
ter L. Dunn; three sisters; one
brother; eight grandchildren
v• bite pelicans, with a wings-
pan reaching nine feet, are one
of the largest of American birds.
* * *
The San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Bridge opened to traffic
Nov. 12, 1936.
* * *
About 70 million pounds of
wild rabbit are consumed ever:
year in the United States. ,
Ds,
•
•
40aw
LOST IN THOUGHTS OF HOME An American soldier ignores,
for the moment. the .deadly routine of North Vietname.:e
shelling as he reads a letter from home .it Bit Prang. South
btit keere-init rime at tit? 'sante—
•,r
HIGH SUIF—One young man decides to run as his friend .tands his ground in the face of a
mountain of water breaking along the seawall adjacent to Highway 101 on Solimar Beach
north of Ventura. Calif. Some beachfront home:- and streets were flooded.
SPORT SHIRTSRegular
MEN'S
DRESS PANTS
7.99 10 14.99
MEN'S
BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS
3.99
Good Selection -
BRUSHED NYLON PAJAMAS
4.99
MEN'S BELTS
$1- 1.50 - $2 & 2.50
MEN'S TIES
$1 - 1.50 -$2 & 2.50
LADIES BLOUSES
4.99
LADIES GOWNS NYLONLADPEAJAMAS
4.99 
SETTLE WORKMAN CO.
VAIVIIIMMPOft)WtIVIRPHOWtIVAIVIV OffrOtNI
I:
•a
e 
-GIFT CE RTIFICAT E-
Beginning Now Underway, Reece's Unprecedented
pre-GhPistmas
-FREE GIFT ViRAP PING -
NOW, FOR THE FIRST
20 c)/0 Off On All Sweaters
Cardigans, Vee-Necks, and Pullovers FOR A LIMITED TIME
TIME IN OUR HISTORY, REECE'S BREAKS THE PRICE BARRIER WITH THIS UNPRECEDENTED
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE. WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF BRAND NEW, FALL '69, STYLE-
MART AND HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX SUITS . . IN REGULARS, SHORTS, LONGS, EXTRA LONGS AND STOUTS
IS'S TO it'S AND A GOOD SELECTION OF ALLIGATOR RAINCOATS, ALL-WEATHER COATS. . ALL SIZES, MODELS.
Reduced For Tremendous Savings!
JANUARY SAVINGS 1
Right here NOW in December!
BUY NOW. . . Use Our Convenient
LAYAWAY . . . If You Prefer
Hart Schaffner & Marx — Style-Mart
and
Alligator Rainwear
. . . at BUDGET - PLEASING Reductions
510W. Main
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TROOPERS PEDAL SAFETY
P•14.,)f.
ATM THE YELLOW LINE--The whole idea is to keep the wheels as close to the circle's edge as possibleut don't touch the line. Safety Education Bure.0 Trooper Norman Bryant watches closely as one youthfulrider finishes his circle.
FRANKFORT, KY.—If you haven't already met atrooper from the Kentucky State Police Safety Educa-tion Bureau, now's the time to get acquainted.
Commanded by Sgt. Ernest Bivens of Frankfortand staffed by a corps of five veteran troopers assignedto state police posts across the state, the bureau—re-cently enlarged by order of Public Safety Commis-sioner William 0. Newman—was created in 1966 to• meet a growing demand by public and private groups
KSP safety talks, films and special programs aimedat emphasizing the need for greater care on theat highways.
"Over the past year alone," Bivens said, "our safetyeducation troopers have met with nearly 76,000 Ken-
kians."
• One of the special programs now enjoying an in-:'4-....creasing degree of popularity in many communities istthe bicycle road-eo. Latest among those to ask for the,'program were seventh and eighth graders at Frank-ort's East Elementary School.
4 •••
Photo story by Lt. Spercel Fayne and Leonard Kimball
!„4.1tle-
kli,TOEING A STRAIGHT LINE ON WHEELS re-
„..quires a steady hand and a sure pair of feet—but,
piost importantly, it teaches a boy to recognize his
uown limitations and remember them when he heads
Rome from school along a busy roadway. Standingy, at right, to grade a young cyclist on his perform-
vance is KSP Safety Education Bureau Commander,
Z.Sgt. Ernest Bivens.
au.
prank book
fielps the GI
:•By MARGARET A. KILGORE military service young people are
1,' WASHINGTON (UPI) — living all over the world today —
bout 2.5 million American from Iceland to Ethiopia, from
Hugh O'Brian
ing with this
4 11 4
4331:41,W1140-stti.:1"14 1.
so la
DOWN THE SLOT—Keeping a bike on the straight
and narrow, without touching the small, wooden
blocks is a good way to learn how to thread your
way through traffic. Scoring this part of the course
is Safety Education Bureau Trooper Norman Bryant.
Bangkok to Mdtara.
h'Is tftise •yodtIts' which
"What Every Military Kid
Should Know” (Stackpole
books, $4.95) is trying to reach.
Breezily written, the book is a
teen-age and pre-teen etiquette
and advice effort which covers
situations from correct military
introductions to homosexuality
couldn't use a double for his scenes In "Harpy," his CBS movie, and work.
harpy eagle with its 7-foot wingspread got a little hairy now and then.
By MEL HEIMER
SIX YEARS of playing the
dauntless Wyatt Earp on TV
apparently have given Hugh
O'Brian the wherewithal to pick
and choose his parts in video
or movies, the result being lhat
in the past two decades he has
been averaging oh, a film or so
a year. Just don't get the im-
pression he's shunning televis-
ion.
"Me, I'm one of the great
TV fans," the broad-shouldered,
dark-haired O'Brian says, "and
'11 do another series when the
ight horse comt's along. Which
translated, I suppose, means
vhen I've traveled my heart out
nd I feel like settling down
ad raising a family. Or, going
o the factory every day.
• • •
"BECAUSE make no mistake
tag a series is hard, hard
-ork - not only physically but
very other which way. Just
ryini to keep your perform-
rice up to par vhen only about
O scripts in 26 are any good --
you're lucky--can be pretty
finding."
While he insists stoutly that
e Ico'es TV--he doesn't watch
Or seldont does. "It's like
ating one peantit." he explains.
era's no such thing. I have a
of amtside interests, such as
e Hbgh O'Brian Youth Fo in-
Ilion the Hugh O'Brian Act-
_ c wards Competition at
, the Thalians who help
entally disturbed children and
e National cv-ei.- rihr".tier Pa
search Foundation, of which
I'm chairman. If I sat in front
of the box and watched all the
time, I couldn't be of any help
to those groups."
Matter of fact, there's only
one TV set on the O'Brian
grounds—and it's in the guest
house. "I have to go to my
houseman and get permission
if I want to watch something,"
Hugh says with a grin. "I'm a
real sports nut, especially about
football."
• • • — .
O'BRIAN feels that television
is "a marvelous medium" that's
getting better all the time. Sub-
scription and cable TV, he feels,
are bound to boost the quality
of programming; screens will
get bigger and one day be flat,
and "the wonders still lie
ahead."
This year O'Brian's perform-
ance is in "Harpy," a movie
made for CBS by Cinema Cen-
ter 100, and he says one of the
reasons he did it was because
it was a high-quality film, run-
ning between 94 and 96 min-
utes as contrasted to some of
the shorter movies made for
TV. "And we were given four
weeks to do it, in contrast with
the 12-day budget that some
companies have," Hugh says.
"Why, if I were making a fea-
ture film, it wouldn't take more
than three or four days cm:or
that four-week schedule."
If you wonder how a star
made-for-TV films --
gets 50% of his regular the
atrical wage i that means Rich.
ard Burton would get $500,00r
to do one I, and another 25%
if the picture is released to Eu-
ropean movie houses. "Of course
I was excited about the story.
too," O'Brian says. "It's a sus-
pense. melodrama and one of
the chief characters is a harpy
eagle, with a seven-foot wing-
spread, that I had to work with.
It got a little hairy at times."
O'Brian, a Rochester, N.Y.
native who at one time was the
youngest drill instructor in the
Marine Corps, differs from most
TV stars in that he seldom
guest shots and doesn't turn up
on those game shows. "I don't
want to dissipate myself," he
says seriously. "I've done some
anthology shows and I did a
segment for 'The Virginian' be-
cause it was a good script, but
that's about itr
• • •
HIS involvement in worthy
-causes came about after a 1958
visit to Dr. Albert Schweitzer
in the Congo. saw total dedi-
cation," Hugh says, "and I
learned what:, can be accom-
plished without looking for grat-
itude of which Dr. Schweitzer
got almost none from the na-
tives, who wouldn't have known
the word. I wish more people
wouittltive some time to good
causes, particularly young peo-
ple. They might be a little hap-
and drugs.
Written by Washington
newspaperwoman Angele del.
Gingras and a Navy wife and
mother. Marie Diebler of Tampa.
Fla., the book begins with the
observation that "Service Life's
Not All Clover." It goes on to
show that youngsters all over the
world are the same:
"Even on the Kansas prairies.
teen-agers sometimes get that
eerie feeling of not knowing who
they are — the insecurity that
sneaks up and makes them feel
as though they don't belong
anywhere, even in their (mil
rooms.
"From the pillared homes
outside Atlanta to apartments in
Chicago, they despair of the
world as it is and the adults who
inhabit it, and wonder what's
the point of growing up. When*
beloved girl friend or boy friend
finds someone they like better
and drops the old one like a live
squid, the same desparate gloom
descends. whetever they may
live.
"Whether in civilian or service
families, teen-agers struggle out
of these brooding interludes by
facing life one day at a time and
making the best of that day"
It would seem that the book
would have more appeal for the
early teens. Also, the offspring
of military couples more
traditionally have been called
'brats,'' but perhaps that
seemed too harsh for selling
books.
When a youth is confronted
with drugs or homosexuality.
the authors diSmiss the problem
by advising that he or she
consult a physician or chaplain
since "the military dad isn't
always there" to consult.
The book also deals with
making new friends at a new
post; how to deal with the
anguish of parting with old ones.
life with and without a father in
uniform: living overseas;
planning for careers and college;
and military protocol.
Newspapers help cops
TULSA, Okla. (UPI) - Tulsa
policemen have found a new
way to find out where burglars
are likely to strike: they read
the local newspapers.
A special task force reads
the newspapers to find out about
events likely to draw a lar
number of people out of a neigh.
..lorhood„ something burglar
also do. Then the task force
patrols the area.
STEAM
Submits
Demands
MURRAY, Ky., Dec. 10— Stu-
dents for Total Equality at Mur-
ray State--known as STEAM —
has demanded that six Negro
girls dismissed from school last
spring following a disorder in a
dormitory be reinstated in Feb-
ruary for the spring semester of
- 1970.
STEAM also demanded of Mur-
ray President Harry Sparks:
I. That all of the girls that
shown to be academically, de-
ficient be allowed to retake final
examinations.
2. That a forrnal4'apology be
made to the six Negro co-eds.
"In addition we are demand-
ing a reply to those demands
Within three days Including this
date (Dec. 8)," the organization
said.
The demands were identified
as being from executive staff
and members of STEAM.
Dr. Sparks informed t h e
STEAM representatives lodging
the demands that they would re-
ceive no reply until the MSU
board of regents, which dis-
missed the students, meets Sat-
urday.
The dormitory disturbance was
followed by a lengthy meeting of
most Murray students— at which
grievances were aired and dis-
cussed.
The board took action follow-
ing an extensive investigation.
Auto Accident Toll
N 1W YORK — among the
115.000 persons killed iii acc
dents in 1968, a record 55.200
died in auto (rashes, says the
insurame- Information Insti-
tute, More than 4.4 million per.
sons were iiijured in auto a« i•
klents.
•tt
KIDNAP SUSPECT Shown in
Jail at Hammond, Ind., John
E. Walrath, 30, of Hammond,
has been charged with the
kidnaping of Timothy Mar-
tin, 6, of Chicago. He was ar-
rested at his home 12 hours
after hunters rescued the
boy from the alleged abduc-
tor at Hart, Mich.
Louisiana still calls its coun-
ties "parishes", preserving names
given them when they were
church units.
* * *
Lafayette Square in New Or-
leans has several statues, but
none of Lafayette.
* * *
Colorado has more than al
major winter sports /Twits and
more mountains than Switzer-
land.
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Beatles as teachers
COLOGNE, Germany (UPI)-
Records by the Beatles are used
in a boy's school here to help
teach English to teen-agers.
Teachers say Beatles texts are
more fun to learn than
Shakespeare.
* * *
Los Alamos., N.M., is nick-
named "The Atomic City" be-
cause the atom bomb was de-
veloped there.
* * *
The first toll roads built in
Kentucky in 1836 cost $5,000
a mile, compared with more
than $1 million per mile today.
Marshall Native
Wounded In
Vietnam Action
BENTON, Ky., Dec. 10—Capt
Dale Collie, son of Mr. and Mrs
William Dean Collie of Benton
Rt. 4, has been wounded in ac-
tion in Vietnam.
Capt. Collie is in a hospital
In South Vietnam recovering
from wounds and a leg fracture -
suffered Dec. 3.
Capt. Collie, who has been in
Vietnam for 41A months, is a
resident of Louisville where his
wife, Charlotte and two-year-old
son Christopher Page now live.
He is a 1967 graduate of Mur-
ray State University.
Now-40% more
hustle power.
The #1 Selling Import Truck.
Versatile, rugged. Hot, new 96 HP
overhead cam mill, 40% more hustle
& haul. Up to 25 miles per gallon economy.
6 foot all-steel bed. All-vinyl
upholstered cab. Torsion bar front
and heavy duty rear suspension.
Hardnosed & Cute.
  s1925K*
Drive a Datsun...
then decide at: DATSUN
Lassiter & McKinney
Ph' 753-7114 Datsun Inc. 810 Sycamore St.
+ Local Freight Tax & License
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
LIMITED NUMBER TO SELL AT THIS PRICE
First Come - First Served
This Beautiful
Home Entertainment Center
In Brilliant Color Regular Price Is $799.95 with trade
Christmas Sale s649
Price •
with trade
95
Large 295 square inch screen - Heavy duty chassis
One year warranty on all parts and labor, plus 8 year
pro-rate picture tube warranty
BE SURE TO SHOP AND COMPARE
V. SERVICE CENTER
312 NOrthFourthStreet "We Truly Appreciate Your Business": Phone."753-5865
NISMICarkUMPUNtratlIMVSILHAIIIIMIKIWIrStelVIVI IMP.61004bapoo
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FIREPOWER is represented by these 105mm shell casings at protected by sandbags, are shells to be fired. Bu Prang, a
Bu Prang, near the Cambodian border of South Vietnam. Special Forces outpost, has been under siege since Oct. 28.
The artillery piece is beyond on the right, and on left, Many Vietnamese civilians, women and children, are there.
Over 9,000
Pedestrians
Die Annually
NEW YORK, N.Y. - More than
9,000 pedestrians die from motor
vehicle accidents in the United
States each year, according to
statisticians. Pedestrian fataliti-
es reached nearly 9,300 in 1966
- latest year for which official
figures ar e available Prelimin-
ary data indicates that the 1966
figure was equalled in 1967 and
exceeded in 1968, the higher toll
being accounted for in part by
the growth in population.
During the 1958-1966 period,
every age group except the el-
derly experienced an increase
In the death rates from pedes-
trian accidents. The largest rise
occurred in the age range 15-44
among both sexes. Among males,
the rate was higher by a third
at ages 20-24 and by more than
a half at the teen ages. Among
females, the rise was even sha-
rper. At ages 25-44 the pedes-
trian death rate increased by
about a third in each sex, while
at ages 45-64 the rate showed
little change.
The elderly continued to ex-
perience the highest pedestrian
fatality rates. In 1966, men 75
years or older recorded pedes-
trian fatalities of 31.2 per 104,-
000 - twice the rate at ages
65-74 and about five times the
rate at all ages. Among women,
the rates were 9.3 per 100,000
at ages 75 and over, 5.8 at 65-
74 and 2.6 for all ages. The risk
of fatal pedestrian accidents is
appreciablY greater among mal-
es than among females in every
age group, with the sex differen-
tial most pronounced among the
elderly.
Autumn and early winter are
the most hazardous seasons of
the year for pedestrians. Appr-
oximately 800 are killed in tra-
ffic accidents each October and
November, while more than 900
lose their lives in December,
the peak month.
Queensland°. is Australia's
leading cattle producing state.
CORDONS F
it
armers Market
- 94 Hwy. Near KenLake Hotel -
CHRISTMAS FRUIT
AT WHOLESALE PRICES!
FRESH EVERY WEEK FROM FLORIDA
I Dorif Like High Prices
. . . You and I Can Bring Prices Down!!
* NO COLD STORAGE *
FRESH FRUIT BY THE TRUCKLOADS
VINE RIPENED TOMATOES lb. 15#
NAVAL SEEDLESS ORANGES box 4.25
REG. ORANGES 39t doz. or box of 125 '3.25
BIG TANGERINES _ _ _ _ 3 doz. '1.25 - box of 210 '4.25
TANGELOES doz. - only 49e
BIG FRESH PECANS from Georgia  lb. 60*
We Also Have Florida Paper Shell Pecans
CHRISTMAS TREES ea.99(t
Golden Delicious, Red Delicious, Stayman, Winesap, Roan Beauty, Arkansas Black,
McIntosh . . .
0APPL ES 1/2 bushel '1.95 - bushel 'ISO
'COUNTRY SORGHUM bucket '1.50
MILK  1/2 gal. 51c
REG. GAS  29.9* - Ethyl 32.9*
DuPONT ANTI-FREEZE  gal. '1.39
BEAUTIFUL CHENILLE SPREADS & WALL RUGS
STUFFED ANIMALS... Great Christmas Gifts!
SPARKLERS  2 boxes 29*
SUGAR  10-lb. bag '1.19
CIGARETTES, All Brands  25t pack - carton '2.49
U.S. NO. 1 BAKING POTATOES  20-lb. bag 792
*- OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK *
Open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Till Christmas
GORDON'S FARMER'S Hwy. 94 (East)Near KenLake Hotel
Fresh Kentucky Lake Catfish . . . Also Frozen
Paper sours on scientists
TOKYO (UPI) - The
Mainichi newspaper says scien-
tists should examine the poyaers
of vinegar as a cure for athlete's
fool
The Mainichi said scientists
at a recent composium con-
cluded they don't know how
athlete's foot is spread or how
it can be cured.
"The question which arises
is why the scientists, before
reaching such a miserable con-
clusion, are not willing to try
the vinegar theory or at least
to recognize it as worthy of
investigation,- the paper said
Over Indulging May
Bring Troubles
A bit of liquor at a party
oils the wheels of social inter-1
course. But it also could mean
that the guest who over-indulges
Is facing trouble - arrest or
accident or both.
In an earlier day, there was
no reason for party-goers to
stint on their Imbibing. As long
as a man could keep from toppl-
ing off his horse, he had a good
chance of getting home safely.
Not so when he's guiding two
tons of steel. Then, a slight
error of judgment can endanger
himself and others.
Most people realize that. They
realize that alcohol is involved
in about half of all traffic cra-
shed the year around, a figure
tmcioubtedly much higher during
the festive holiday season. So if
they are planning to drive, they
want to pace themselves quite
carefully.
The considerate host or hos-
teas will respect such wishes.
They will plan a party so that
it will be easy for guests to
enloy themselves while going
easy on the hard stuff. In addit-
ion to damning how to start a
party off with a tang, they'll
plan bow to end the party with
miudinurn safety for guests IMO
will drive.
Here are some suggestions
for modern, Motor Age parties
from the American Automobile
Association's "First A Friend,
Then A Host" program:
1. Do not force drinks on gues-
ts who will be driving. Every known cave formation
2. Have a good selection ofnon-is found in Menunec Caverns
alcoholic beverages or low-alco-on U.S. 66 in Missouri.
hol mixtures available.
3. Instead of mixing drinks,
try a self-service bar. Guests
who mix their own usually have
less potent drinks and fewer of
them.
4. Prove your lavishness as a
host with a tempting display of
food throughout the party.
5. Begin pushing desserts and
coffee, and de-emphasizing din-
14 WS., 9 OZ., is the near-record weight of this day-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Stepanenko in Santa Ana, Calif Nurse in
the Orange County Medical Center is Pat Hutton. The
Stejianenkos -live in nearby Costa Mess.
IL; well before the end of the
WO.
6. Tactfully encourage a guest
who may have over-imbibed to
sober lc before leaving, or arr-
ange his transportation Dome as
a pump:
We believe such suggestions
are realistic. They wool put a
damper on any bo/iday celebra.
tion and they can help to assure
your driving guests many happy
r stuns.
1-Lawn-to
5-Limb
8-Winglike
12-Denish island
13 Fish eggs
14-Capital of Peru
15-Quick
17-Clotriesmaker
l9-tlebrew festival
20-Lift
21-Brother of
Jacob
23-Urn
24- insane
26-Bishop's hat
2111-Declare
31-Pa4 notice
32-Born
33-Pronoun
34-Exptosive noise
36-Desolate
38•Place
39-Region
41 Location
43-Fungus skin
disease
45-Taut
48-Buries
50-Sigrid),
31-Told falsehood
52-Mature
54-Spolum
55-Youngsters
56- Emerged
victorious
57-Tattered cloths
DOWN
1-Weakens
2-At this place
3-Won s away
43hipolas
Emphysema toll
NEW YORK (UPI)
With the death rate from bron-
chitis and emphysema showing
an increase of approximately
nine times in the past 20 years,
duo health problem is one of
the country's most alarming, ac-
cording to Robert M. Cooney,
C.P.T. coordinator of inhalation
of the Catholic Medical Center
for Brooklyn and Queens.
At the present rate of in-
crease, approximately 180,1;190
persons will die of the disease
in 1983, according to Cooney.
In the light of this estimate
by the U.S. Department of
Health. Education and Welfare.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 5-Skill
6-Artificial
language
7 Encountered
8 Assumed nem*
9-Flowers
10 Man's name
11 Unusual
16-English baby
carriage
18-Sandarac tree
22 Mountains in
Utah
23-Changes
direction
24-Chart
25-Fuss
27-Afternoon party
29-Reverence
30 Still
35-Gasped for
breath
•
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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36 Scorch
37 Bird of hawk
family
38-Spanish title of
respect
40-Musical
instruments
42 Singing voice
43-lip
44•Dolptonlike
cetacean
46-Antlered animal
47 Lampreys
49-Carpenter's tool
50-Lair
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55
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ir90 YOU MEAN 10 TELLME THAT YOU'VE CCUNTEDALL THE SNOWFLAKESTHAT HAVE FALLEN TOIA17 I SAIDSO DONT• 7
HOU.) MAN'/ LETS SEE..I WROTE
DID YOU IT DOWN ON A LITTLE
6ET? SLIP OF PAPER...
HERE IT i5..
by Charles M. Schulz
THAT'S THE SAME
FIGURE I GOT!
0
o
0
0
0
Nancy
OH, SOY--A PERFECTLY
GOOD TYPEWRITER
c
Du m P
fCET.) ̀ rs. (ED •
by Ernie Busbnuller
A CHINESE )
TYPEWRITER
A * 31k It ft 4:
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Abbie 'N Slats
HA6STONE'S BEEN IN THERE
WITH THE TOWN'S MENFOLKS
FOR THE PAST FIVE HOURS!!
BY NOW HE COULD 0'
CONVINCED 'EM 7' SELL
OUT TO THE
SPACEsliK !!
I SAY WE VOTE ON IT. 7I-4ESE
NICE FOLKS FROM OUTER SPlicE
SAY IT'S GOT TO BE L/NAN / -
MOUS BEFORE THEY PASS
OUT THE MONEY!
I
I. IWO II 5 PO -•
• 1••• by NAN Pa.,* ty••••••
by R. Van Buren
EVEN IF WE'RE
UNANIMOUS, THERE
ISN'T A GHOST OF
A CHANCE GRC6GINS
AND SLATS
SCRAPPLELL
VOTE WITH US/
THERE ARE
WAYS OF-4t
DEALING
WITH MEM,
I ASSURE
YOU "
LW Abner
IGULP.rf- WE CALLED N/0'
MEN-FOLKS IN TO TELL
••/01 TH' u5H.r.r-
UN M ENSHUKIABLE )
TRUTH - 
by Al Capp
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THE LEDGER & TIMES -- MURRAY. KENTUCKY
AUTOS MR SALO
(VIM IMPALA apasseng'er wa-
ltbin, Kentucky tags, blue, pow.
At' eteering, power brakes, fac-
'teey six., one owner, new car
trade in, $1675.00. 1967 Caprice
tour door Imarcitop, 327, turbo-
leeirdratic, power steering,
power brakes, factory air, Ken-
tucky tags, bkae, $2176.00. 1967
two clear hardtop, V-8,
Kerteocky tags, one owner,
oar trails in, $1475.00. Mac
Chad* Jenkins, J. H. Nix.
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.,
121 Street, Murray, Ky.,
17. D-13-C
CHEVROLET pick-up, long
bed, 360 cubic inch turbo-
, red, power steer-
ing, air, Kentucky tags, $2475.-
04 1960 Chevrolet pick-up, blue,
Kentucky tags, $375.00. 1964
Chevrolet pickup, short wide
bed, Kentucky tags, green, six
cylinder, standard transmissioin,
new car trade in, $875.00. Mac
Fitts, Charlie Jenkins, J. H.
Nix. Dwain Traylor Chevrolet,
Inc., South 13th Street, Murray,
lir, 753-2817. D-13-C
i.966 PONTIAC Tempest custom
tour door hardtop, Tennessee
tags, green, black vinyl top, one
Owner, new car trade in, power
Steering, $1475.00. 1968 Chev-
ritZ pick-up, long wide bed,tticky tags, red, six cylinder,
tandard transmission, $1613-80,
L575.00. 1968 Sport Van, Ten-
pewee tags, green seats, power-
slide, one owner, new car trade
el, $1875.00. Mac Fitts, Charlie
renkins, J. H. Nix. Dwain Tay.
or Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
Street, Murray, Ky., 753-2617.
D-13-C
NOTICE
ten BEleAlft, four door sedan,
tie cylinder, standard transmis-
sion, $575.00. 1964 Ford Galaxie
500. four door sedan, one own-
er, air, power steering, new -...ar
tie in, white, 1998108; $875.00.
a
Cutlass two door hardtop,
newri  car trade in, power
rig, buckets, red, white
(top, $1675.00. Mac Fitts, Char.
Ilie Jenkins, J. H. Nix, Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South
12th Street, Murray, Ky., 753-
2617. D-13-C
987 FAHKANE 500, four
TAW Car treide in,
."aset01-3i air, Ken ucky
, white, $1$1D'8, $1475.00.
967 Caprice two door hardtop,
loaded to the top. Buckets, fac-
tory air, power steering, power
brakes, white, black vinyl top,
MOM, $75.00. 1968 Opel
wagon, Kentucky tags, white,
four speed, 94446700, $1475.00.
Er 
Fitts, 
Nix. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Charlie Jenkins, J.
., South 12th Street, Murray,. 
p., 753-2617. D-13-C
968 IMPALA four door hard.
op, power steering, power
rakes, one owner, new car
trade in, factory air, beige,
}lack vinyl top, Tennessee tags,
Ilev18780, $2375.00. 1968 Cot'.
tette convertible, Kentucky
tags, blue, one owner, new car
trade in, four speed, $800,
0675.00. 1967 Malibu Chevelle
iwo door hardtop, one owner,
flew car trade in. 22.000 miles,
lct V-8 automatic, Kentucky
tags, $1775.00. Mac Fitts, Char-
t Jenkylor Chevrolet, Inc., South'i s, J. H. Nix. Dwain
.121h Street, Murray, Ky. 753-
2617. D-13-C
1988 VW beige, sedan, only
,000 miles. In perfect condi-
on. Can buy two ways, owner
ust sell quickly. Phone 753-
2. ITC
NOT=
IP
assummiummuuslowns;
SAFTBILT TIRES
Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
olyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design
11010010101111.1110011111111111101MOUR
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE . It will pay you to
check on the price of these tires!
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
CAIN & TAYLOR
?:t„:4 .1"/". T 
Phone 
N
S?xth7535862
See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars*
COME BY AND SEE OUR SNOW TIRES
BEFORE WINTER WEATHER
/011.11011110111
SERVICES OFFERED
PROFESSIONAL resident
MI painting. Brush, roll, spray.
References. Free eitimates.
Phone 753-3486. D-314
FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free esti-
mates. Call 733-6129. TFC
968 alEVROLea Impala cum-
Power steering, disc brakes
windows. Four season com-
e, radio, four speed trans
on, 396 calcine, Corvette
with new wide oval
Pbone 753-4775 after 5:00
TFC
BLACK TOP PAVING
No Jobs to Small or Largo
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
lletween 8:00 a. en. and
5:00 o.
SAWS FILED, electric heaters
and all small appliances repair-
ed. 542 RqSo. 12th,St., 753-6067.
Jan.-94
NEED temporary part time or
full time help? Bookkeeper,
secretary, general office, sales
personal records, PBX, radio
POR RENT operator, receptionist, chauffer,
madness, hostess. Phone 753-10 x 50', air condi-ewe. D-11-Celectric hest. Phone 753-
D-12-Cy 
BEAUTIFUL NEW Valarah Lee
Apartments, South 16th Street,
across from Westview Nursing
liceSe. Two bedrooms, bath,
utily room, living room, btch-
enf and dining area. Carpeted.
ElEctric heat. Air conditioned.
orator, built in stove and
dishwasher and garbage
furnished Phone : 753-
49 or 753-3865.
H-D-16-C
LE HOMES. Phone Hazel
Shop 753-5980. D-13-C
ROOM furnished apart.
, Phone 753-8555 or 753-
Sundays, /753-3139. D-13-C
. Furnished apart
0r house, nice and clean
like utilities included
•-teat. In vicinity of 12th
'cfatiore. Phone 753-1604
D-15-C
LOST & POUND
: Two Pcenter bird dogs,
ne male, liver and white. One
male black and white. New
Hope vicinity. Phone 753-3848
• • ,D-12-C
LGST: Ladles wrist.-
white gold 13ulova.
chureh ettablean
where around
call Mrs. Norm
2911.
iscopal
K. Some-
Please
Klapp, 753
N-13-NC
FOR 5 I OR RENT
moan  HOME, 1968 Shelby,
12' x 81' Spanish, city gas, cen-
tral heat and air, under-pan-
Meted, wall-to-wall carpeting,
two bedroom, front patio, trail-
er turned length wise. Located
at Fox Meadows South 16th
St., immediate occupancy, cou-
ples only. Phone 703-6344.
13-11-C
NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & Sir.-
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC
BELTONE factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
TFC
$50.00 REWARD for return of
black and white heavy ticked
Painter Bird dog. Name on col-
lar. Eddie Roberts, 306 South
Ilth Street, Murray, phone 753-
3301. D-15-P
KEN-TEN
BUILDING
SUPPLIES
•
Murray's
Plywood
Center
207 Maple Street
Phone 753-45E3
NOTICE: ALL accounts with
L & R Shell Service at Hazel
-.Ian. 13, 1970 will
released for prafasional col-
lection. A carrying charge of
10% per annum will be added
We must close these accounts
within the next few months
Contact me at pox 153, Hazel or
Route I, PuryeanoPhone 247-
5472. Win. Lowell Calhoun.
D-11-P
not
GERALD RAY Home Insulation
Co. Blown fiberglass insulation,
6e per sq. ft. Contractors and
individuals. Phone 498-8514, Ha-
zel, Ky. D-12-C
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED. Vented gas heater.,i
35,000 BTU or more. Phone 438-
5635. D-13-C
*SAL !STAY, POI 'ALS
2-BEDROOM FRAME home on
Highway 121 SE, 3% miles from
Murray. A good solid house foe
only $5,500.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home on
3/4 acre lot in Almo. Near ele
mentary school, grocery store,
etc.
2-BEDROOM FRAME with stone
front. Located on N. 18th Street,
Murray. This house has received
excellent care and is well worth
the $12,500 price.
3-BEDROOM FRAME home with
a connecting 3-room garage a-
partment, located in Hazel.
Screened-in porches, lots of clos-
ets and attic storage. If interest-
ed, call us for an appointment
to see this one.
3-BEDROOM BRICK in Puryear,
Tenn. Carpeted throughout, cer-
amic tile bath, utility room, car-
port, 100' x 150' lot. Qiumlitied
buyer can move into this brand
new home for as little as $500
cash.
3-BEDROOM FRAME with alum-
inum siding, at 1600 Ryan Ave.
Convenient to the university and
elementary school.
NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK at
1615 Belmorste. Central heat
and air, 1% ceramic baths, large
utility, kitchen built-ins, wall-
to-wall carpets, sliding glass
doors to back yard.
LIKE NEW 3-BEDROOM Brick
at 1509 Belmonte. Kitchen built-
ins, 1 ceramic bath plus cera-
mic shower stall in large utili-
ty room, wall-to-wall carpets,
central heat and air, carport
and draperies. Owner will con-
sider trade.
LIKE NEW 3-BEDROOM Brick
at 1620 Catalina. Central heat
and air, wall-toes/all carpets..
kitchen built-ins, 1% baths, car-
port, large utility room. Owner
will consider trade for city pro-
perty or farm property.
4 ACRES with large 3-bedroom
mobile home (24' x 44'). Proper-
ty has licensed and approved fa-
cilities for 10 trailer spaces, in-
cluding 10' x 34' bath house.
Price includes complete furn-
ishings in mobile home. Must
be seen to be appreciated.
13% ACRES with a good 3-bed-
room brick home. Located 9
miles west of .Murray on High-
way' 121. Hatne;orfencing, wa-
ter and smaW stock barn.
20 ACRES with 2-bedroom
frame. Located on Highway 121
West, 8% miles from Murray.
Price reduced $1,000 for quick
sale.
52 ACRES with 3-bedroom brick.
Located 8 miles from Murray on
Highway 121 West. Quality built
home, large stock barn, excel-
lent perimeter fences and cross
fences, running water and
pond. Owner will sell all or
part of land, with or without
house.
92 ACRE CATTLE FARM with
4-room frame house. Located
just south of New Providence
on blacktop road. Good fencing
and good water supply. 29 acre
corn base, also burley and dark
fired tobacco bases.
100 ACRE FARM on Van Cleve
Road, 3 miles from Murray. No
buildings on property, but lots
of good building sites.
108 ACRES located an High-
way 614, approximately 9 miles
SE of Murray. A real good buy
at $125 acre.
158 ACRE FARM located 5
miles SW of Crossland, Tenn.
Property has 2 houses and 2
wells. 90 acres sowed down and
heavily limed just a few mon
ths ago. Owner will assist in
financing.
2% ACRE Building Site with
265' frontage on Hwy. 732, near
Kentucky Lake. Priced only
$1,200.
3 ACRE BUILDING SITE with
lots of large to* trees. Located
3 miles from aurray, on Van
Cleave Road.
LARGE COMMERCIAL LOT on
MELP WANTID
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p m. to 11 p. as., male or
female Apply in person to Dart-
Castle Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please. TFC
WANTED Bookkeeper, exper-
ience nnessary. Apply in per-
son at Sanders-Purdom Motor
Sales D-11-C
• 
Assistant Managers
for
Training Ptogram
lashlefir •• ••••••••*yl
Cheek *see 01, omolveaftees wit%
• *spew, this Is bosoplealai as-
** * • *rips empeosio* pro-
yea. Ws mad 25 wee he AM
**won - leeway owl le elesee
mews
Here Is what oer training
program' offers you-
• I day week.
• Complete training Is doe
credit profession-No prier
experiesce needed -Earn
while yes learn-N• gell-
ing bivelved.
• Geed starting salary pins
bs with planned sal-
ary pregression while la
training
• Adyanee to Managerial
position within St. 3
years.
Outstanding empl•yee
beseitts include cempany
paid pension plea. Res-
pitalizatioa. Surgical and
Ma* Idedical coverage,
tree UN Insurance. em-
ployee education plan and
many Men .
If ye. ars eis 21 * 21 and
owe • see, roe esey be able se
wolf . Callow diploma sist it.
trawl. lash UMW geselesise
ars sti•late. Pep Sweep lalisessen,
des. sal
C. P. Williams
Time Finance Co.
Southside Manor
Phone 753-6702
Murray, Kentucky
•
South 4th Street Extended. 175'
x 250'.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Jack-
son Acres, Fairview Acres,
Lynnwood Estates, Westwood.
Plainview Acres, Panorama
Shores, Kingswood and Hazel
TO BUY-988 Via. TO
list with as.
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, lb
and Maple Streets. Office phobia.
753-7353. Houle phones: ruble
Young. 7113-411011; L IL Pe/Aar-
son, 436-5697; Ishmael Stinson,
753- MI.
D-11-C
SANTA SPECIAL. Open Sat-
urday and Sunday 2:00 to 6:00
p. in. for your inspection. Three-
bedroom brick, two baths, large
foyer, living room, sunken fam-
ily room and kitchen combina-
tion and utility all paneled
Glass slider to large raised patio
Two-car garage, central heat
and air, lots of cabinets with
stove, dishwasher, disposal
Nice corner lot, paved triye.
Located at 1511 Belmonte 15rive
Week days call 492-8120.
H-D-12-C
WANTED: Man for full time
work. Contact Robert Wiggins
it Wiggins Furniture Store. Ap-
ply in person from 8:00 a. in.
till 5:30 p. in. TFC
WANTED: Experienced, lady to
do nighttime baby sitting.
Phone 7534996. D-11-C
PART TIME
TYPIST NEEDED
MSU grad student needs girl
to type class as research notes;
and in Jan. a final thesis draft.
Would prefer a local girl, pos-
sibly a high school graduate,
who can work with me incid-
entally as thesis progresses.
Payment 50e per page or ne-
gotiable by the hour. Call
George Sincoe any evening af-
ter 7 p. In., 753-8735. D-20-C
WANTED: Settled white woman
to live in with elderly lady.
Room and board plus salary.
Call 753-3230. D-12-C
POR SALE
USED OFFICE equipment in-
cluding desks, chairs, adding
machines, legal size filing calk,-
Met. Phone 753-8608, 753-7730
or 753-8110 after 5:00 p. it.
TFC
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift -
Murray Woman's Club cook-
books and Kentucky scenic
placemats. Call 436-2345 or 75E-
4498 for information. Dec.-134
PIANOS, GUTTARS, Banjos and
others. Christmas special, used
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy 08,
Phone 527-8955, Benton, Ky.
Jan.-0-C
1968 SINGER, Golden Zig-Zs&
darns, monograms, embroider-
ies, etc., guaranteed. Balance
152.77 or terms. Write Credit
Manager, P. 0. Box 51, Paris,
Tenn. 38242, or call 901442-
5528. D-11-C
HAND-MADE GIFTS. Gifts of
Art. Also many "Mod" Gifts
for the teenager. Phone 12 to
5 daily. The Gallery. D-16-C
POR SALO
WE HAVE SOME new wood
windows, complete windows,
tipper and lower sad) $4.00.
Also used windows for $2.00
complete. 40 glass building
brick 8" x 8" x 4" 150 each.
One extra heavy steel window
21" x 39%", $8.00. Several large
steel windows at low prices.
Used hour* doors cheep. Good
used Burroughs Adding ma-
chine, $35.60; one 60,000 BTU
Gas Royal Space Heater, $60.00;
One 65,000 BTU Gas Atlantic
Space heater $66.00: One small
bath room gas heater $3.00.
Contact Lowell King, 1103 Sy-
camore Street, Murray, Ky.
D-12-C
GENERAL ELECTRIC hair dry-
er, brand new. Never been used.
Would make a nice Xmas gift.
Phone 753-2753. D-13-C
FIVE 14-INCH Plymouth Road
Runner wheels with valve cores,
extra heavy duty, $35.00. One
F 70-14 Goodyear tire, new
$20.00. Phone 762-6157. D-13-C
"NEVER used anything like it,"
say users of Blue Lustre for
cleaning carpet. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. D-13-C
BLACK Miniature French Pood-
le, registered, $35.00, 7 months
old. Call 489-3553 D-1-C
GUITAR and Amplifier. like
new, 065.00. Phone 753-6432.
D-11-I
TWO YEAR OLD used Curtis-
Mathes color T. V. Trade-in on
combination. Perfect condition.
See at T. V. Service Center, 312
No. 4th St. No phone calls
please. D-11-C
WHEAT STRAW, no corn stalks.
Nice, clean. Clovis Byeriy,
Route 6, Pottertown Road, 753-
4733. D-11-P
SWEET POTATOES, 4th and
Industrial Road. Outland Feed
Co. D-11-P
GIRLS CLOTHES, size 2 thu 6x,
and girls coats. Call 753-3110.
D-11-C
COMPONENT STEREO, Magno-
vox turn table, J. W. Davis
speakers. 318 North 6th St.
Phone 753-9251. D-11-P
THREE MALE German Shep-
herd puppies, six weeks old.
Make nice Christmas presents
Phone 753-6897. D-13-P
.22 WINCHESTER atrtomatic.
Will guarantee to be in perfect
ciendition. David Sellers, 753-
3901. D-13-C
NEWLY CONSTRUCTED fiber-
glas outbuilding, 5 x 10 ft. Ideal
for power mowers and etc. Can
be moved on pick-up truck,
$15.00. Extra nice Schult camp-
er trailer 8 x 15 ft. Perfect
condition with carpet and bunk
beds, $450.00. Like new riding
lawn mower, five horse power,
24 inch cut. Mustang. Sold new
for $149.95. Will sell for $100.00.
Rotary tiller, been used one
hour. Sold for $139.95 will sell
for $100.00. Full blooded male
Poodle, no papers, house bro-
ken, wonderful pet, $50.00. All
these can be seen at Sanders
Garden Center, Murray, Ken-
tucky or call 753-5787. D-13-P
Don't Drive After
Drinking Party
Time, says the old adage, heals
all wounds. For the holiday party-
goer who must drive after drink-
ing, time could prevent any woun-
ds.
"Alcohol is a factor in at
half of all fatal traffic acciden-
ts," says C. 13, Geleynse, execu-
tive vice-president of the Louis-
ville Automobile Club. "Natura-
lly we would hope that everyone
avoids driving after drinking, but
this is unrealistic,"
The next best thing, according
to the AAA official, is to limit
yourself to one drink (1-oz. jig-
ger) per house, to dilute it with
water, soda or other non-alco-
holic beverage, and to have food
of some sort with the drink.
Geleynse says that alcohol will
have less of an effect on the sys-
tem when the intake is spread
over a period of time. Food,
especially starchy types, will
slow the rate of absorption of
the liquor into the bloodstream.
He suggests that party hosts
have a tempting display of food
available throughout the evening,
capping the festivities with a
meal or big dessert along with
plenty of coffee.
"Food and coffee alone have
no sobering power," says Gels.-
ynse, "but they can help to less-
en effects of liquor consumed,
while reducing the desire for
additional drinks,"
AVON CALLING- Don't just
think about being a Represent-
ative-Be one-Act Now-Write
or call Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown,
Avon Mgr., Shady Grove Road,
Marion, Ky. 42064, phone 965-
3.363. H-D-12X
NOTICE
We Are Now Selling
OLD COUNTRY HAMS
Save For Xmas, $1.10 Lb
We dill have that good
country Sausage
SHROAT'S MEAT
MARKET'
109 North 5th Street
Photos 753-2953
TFC
ItRAL !STATE POR SALO
DUPLEX, new, brick, three-
bedroom. In city school district
Extra large master bedroom
with carpet throughout. No city
taz. 733-6202 after 5:00 p.
D-13-C
RICHARDSON Mobile Home,
12' x 55', two bedrooms, semi-
furnished, central air. Phone
753-8314. D-12-C
RABBITS. Phone 753-4688.
D-12-P
ONE MALE white Toy Poodle,
nine weeks old. One white male,
two years old. 503 Olive St.,
753-1246. D-12-C
WESTINGHOUSE Refrigerator.
Phone 753-6430. D-12-C
42 GAUGE Shotgun, pump, two
barrels, $70.00 or best offer.
Call 753-4113. D-12-NC
CASH AND CARRY Remnant
Sale. Cut offs, short rolls, rem-
nant end, hall runner, bath
room pieces, small room sizes,
some hi-density rubber back,
some jute back. Values to $8.95
sq. yd., our price, $1.99 and
$2.99 sq. yd. while they last.
Paschall's Discount House, Ha-
zel, Ky. 492-9733. D-12-P
* * *
Mexicans on the move
MEXICO CITY (UPI) -
Every year 200,000 persons
move from rural areas to the
Mexico City region, according
to the Mexican Federation of
Agricultural Organizations.
* • «
Eisenhower memorials
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI) - The
late President Dwight- D.
Eisenhower is memorialized by
two landmarks in upstate New
York - Eisenhower College near
Seneca Falls and Eisenhower
Lock, part of the St. Lawrence
Seaway, at Massena.
Liquor Said Not
Necessary For Party
IS it possible to have a lively,
swinging, holiday party without
emphasizing liquor? The Louis-
ville Automobile Club thinks it
Is.
"Liquor is a well established
standard of the holiday scene,"
says C. P. Geleynse, executive
vice-president of the club, "and
although we would hope that party
-goers who will be driving would
refrain from drinking altogether,
we realize that this is probably
unrealistic."
Geleynse says the AAA is urg-
ing those who will be hosting
parties during this season to
be "First a Friend, Then A
Hose"
The idea behind the theme
Is to serve liquor in a manner
that will keep your guests happy
and still leave them in good shape
to negotiate the drive home.
"Food and time are the basi-
cs," says the AAA official. "Ho-
sts should serve good food and
plenty of it throughout the even-
ing. Eating before or during the
cocktail stage can help reduce
the concentration of alcohol in
the blood stream and keep guests
on an even keel. And if the
driving guest will limit himself
to one drink (1 oz. tigger) per
hour, this will allow the system
to absorb liquor at an even rate."
Geleynse offered these addit-
Jogai tips for the holiday host
- Do not press drinkf on gues-
ts who will be driving, and always
make it "none for the road."
- After the first drink allow
your guests to get their own
refills. Guests who mix their
own usually have fewer and less
potent drinks.
- Have a wide selection
non-alcoholic beverages availab-
le, Exotic punches, for example,
are tasty and tempting and will
allow the driver to enjoy him-
self and remain sober for the
trip home.
- Top off the evening with a
meal or lavish dessert served
with lots of coffee and other
soft drinks.
- Make arrangements for tra-
nsportation borne for those who
may have over-imbibed.
Where journalism grads go
PRINCETON, N.J. (UPI) -
Daily newspapers continue to
attract the largest percentage of
journalism graduates, but gains
by the public relations field were
impressive in 1968, The News-
paper Fund reports.
Graduates who accepted daily
newspaper jobs increased by 54
per cent, 490 to 756, since
1964. Graduates entering pub-
1k relations jobs increased by
170 per cent, 192 to 519. Grad-
uates entering wire service work
increased by 91 per cent, 3210
61.
* * *
Nobel zpecialists
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) -
The Univzisity of California at
Berkeley_llas more faculty mem-
jiers who have been awarded
the Nobel Prize than any other
university in the world.
Eleven scholars from the cam-
pus have won the coveted award.
CASH AND CARRY Carpet Sale.
Thousands of sq. yd carpet in
stock $1.99 sq. yd. and up to
$3.95 sq yd. while it lasts.
Low overhead, volume buying,
check with us before you buy.
Paschales Discount Howie, Ha-
zel, Ky. Phone 492-9733. Cash
and Carry Carpet Sale; Thou-
sands of sq. yd. carpet in stock.
(Compare to carpet elsewhere
at $7.95 sq. yd). D-12-r
TRAVEL TRAILER, 1969,
ft. deluxe model, $3500.00.
barrel keg portable bar, can
be set on table or hang on
wall. Ideal for house trailer
$35.00. Phone 753-3425. D-13
GET TWO
ATTENTION
Ware
WINTER black suits for
Girls coat and hat, 52
set of Melamac dinner-
for 8. Call 753-6192.
D-12-C
•
VIET CONG'S CIVILIAN VICT1M$-Acting at the request of
Rep. Hilliard H. Ichord. D•Mo., Pentagon officials showed
pictured of Sean Yietriatilen. by the Viet
Cong in South Vietnam which, Ichcird said. had-been-given
little attention by the press. Top photo was taken in Cis
Dinh Presence. lower el Pie Nat village.
•
6
UNCLE JEFF'S
SAFE-T
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
11-11 Mon.-Sat. 12:30-6:30 Sunda
Everyoue Is
Tried To Beat
Our Prices
Come See Why We
Are Firing More
Prescriptions Everyday
Let Us Prove Our
Prices Lower
SANTA TOY
SPECIAL
WALKING
SWINGY
JANCES TC
HER OWN RECGRJ
MOVES ARMS & SWINGS;
HER HEAL).
e
SUPER CHARGER
Hot Wheel
SPRINT SET S
Special
PHOTO FINISHING
1p2nEl&CIIIRessing  $299
THE LEDGER & TIME& — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
VAN WYCK
ELECTRIC
r=ORTABLE MIXER
REG. 1C.95
SALE $7.47
NEW
Note/co.
FLIP- TUP
SPEEDSHAVER'20
With exclusive Micro-
groove Tit 'floating-heads'
that whisk off whiskers
close, fast, comfortably.
Won't cut or irritate his
face.Convenient'flip-top'
cleaning, on off switch,
coil cord.
JEWEL BOWS
With Stick On Tabs
Gay Holiday Colors
MENNEN NEW
BRACER AFTER
SHAVE LOTION
VARIETY PACK
1-PC. COVERALL
• 100% Acrylic 
$2"
Remington Electric Knife
Reg. 39.95 SALE $11.27
100% NYLON - SEAMLESS
Honey Beige S. Cinnamon
Sizes 8i to 11
2 pr. TV
Seamless Stretch
58
'V to $4" 
UNCL(JEFF'S
FASHION
FABRICS
•
."
,
17 • !" ."...1. 111!t
44. /IP r
`air*
" 
'I • •,
V or.
ONE SIZE FITS - 11
fg Pr. S Colors to Choose From
ONE SIZE FITS ALL
• Jr. Miss cr to SI"
• Ladies 5'2" and Over
• Coffee
• Beige
• Taupe
72-INCH
FELT
65% DACRON 54-Inch
35% POPLIN INDIAN
HEAD
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